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Biotechnology policy
A pragmatic approach

The policy begins with an introductory paragraph in which it is said that
biotechnology is the flavour of  the twenty first century and the Indian
initiative in biotechnology has already attained a critical mass, although

not comparable to the huge resources in scientific manpower, technology and
funds available in the advanced countries especially in the West.The potential of
biotechnology in Kerala and the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
have been analysed then (SWOT analysis).

Strengths
High literacy, educated and technically skilled people, basic infrastructure and

among the highest quality of  life index, marine/sea food resources, spices and
other plantation crops, medicinal plants; one of  the best biodiversity treasures of
the world, strong  tradition of  Ayurveda and its widespread use including medical
tourism, sound  information technology base.

Weaknesses
Lack of  top class Biotechnology teaching and R&D institutions, militant labour

and a general climate perceived to be not industry-friendly.
Opportunities

New awakening/realization of  the potential of Kerala  e.g. success of  the
Global Investors Meet, proactive new initiative and awareness of  the political
leadership in fostering Biotechnology, positive attitude/keenness of  the worldwide
Kerala diaspora to provide technological know-how and  investment to establish
Biotech industries, emerging technology leads obtained by some of Kerala’s R&D
and healthcare institutions, entrepreneurial spirit and success of many Kerala
based ayurvedic healthcare/personal care/medical tourism companies.

Threats
Strong tendency for political and bureaucratic control/strangle hold over any

Government initiative; comparative early bird biotech initiatives of  other States,
especially in South India, inadequate financial and administrative support as well
as political leadership in the State (compare Karnataka, AP.), laid-back, privilege
oriented, accountability lacking work culture.

Objectives and Goals
The specific objectives and goals are detailed then. They are:
Create a biotech knowledge base and human resources by establishing world-
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The Government of Kerala has
formulated a comprehensive
Biotechnology Policy, encompassing all
the major sectors of economy, with a
view to provide adequate support and
promotional avenues for Biotechnology
sector.  It is the first Biotechnology
Policy brought out by any
Government in   the State of Kerala.
Releasing the  Policy document, the
Chief Minister Mr. A.K. Antony
expressed his hope that the Policy  will
accelerate research and development in
the Biotechnology sector and initiate
wide-ranging development in all sectors
of the economy.  A gist of the Policy
follows.
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class centres of education and R&D in
biotechnology by upgrading existing
institutions and/or organizing new entities
in the public and private sectors.

  Aapply biotechnology tools to:
n enhance the value with adequate

assurance of  quality in the State’s
export-oriented resources such as
spices and related plantation crops,
seafoods and marine resources.

n upgrade productivity and evolve new
application in rubber, coconut, tuber
crops and develop novel
internationally competitive products.

n ensure the sustainable and eco-
friendly exploitation of  the State’s
forest, animal and marine wealth.

n boost the State’s renowned health care
practices of  Ayurveda by synergising
traditional knowledge with the
scientific validation and technical
product profiling and clinical data base
and by evolving means to conserve
and substantially use one of  world’s
most-valued biodiversity treasures
located in the State.

n promote traditional tribal and ethnic
knowledge in medicine and other areas
of  human welfare by scientific
validation and facilitating intellectual
property rights.

n develop recombinant DNA and other
modern technologies to combat the
major health hazards of  the State such
as cancer, diabetes and cardio-vascular
and other physiological disorders to
develop diagnostics and vaccines for

Members with an eminent scientist who
is also the executive Vice-President of  the
Kerala State Council for Science,
Technology and Environment as
Convener.

The Board will organize a corpus of
Rs.100 Crores to create infrastructure in
BT including BT Parks by collecting a
Biotech Development Fund from the
stake holding Departments of  Industry,
Health, Agriculture, and Forest etc. The
contribution of  each Department will be
in conformity with the anticipated
benefits. In addition a BT Development
Fund will earmark one per cent of  the
Annual Plan Allocation of  the
Departments benefiting by BT. Another
Avenue is to seek grants from
international Agencies and involve private
and public Enterprises.

The Biotechnology Board will take all
top level administrative and financial
decisions to create the best milieu in the
country for growth of BT. The Board will
liase with National and International
agencies and will ensure appropriate and
timely implementation of  the Policy. It
will endeavour to provide the
Biotechnology Enterprises of  the State a
consistent, competitive edge.

Kerala Biotechnology Commission
will be responsible for the implementation
of the BT policy and related guidelines
laid down by the Biotechnology Board,
The Chairman of  the Commission will be
an eminent scientist who is also the
Executive Vice-President of  the Kerala
State Council for Science, Technology and

overall healthcare as well as to protect
the State’s agriculture, spice, plantation
and forest crops, from biotic and biotic
stresses.

n enhance the quality of the
environment and promote sustainable
development.

n to create, coordinate and disseminate
a database encompassing the above-
cited areas.

n  provide an ambience with a package
of  guidelines for financial support and
incentives, legal and labour reforms as
well as institutional autonomies
needed for the healthy, efficient and
competitive growth of  biotechnology
knowledge base and industry.

Strategic administrative initiatives
Strategic administrative initiatives and

institutional mechanisms are detailed then.
It is stated that to achieve the Kerala

vision in Biotechnology, ensure hassle-free
implementation and provide sustained
leadership and resources, the following two
major initiatives will be undertaken to
create:
l Kerala Biotechnology Board
l Kerala Biotechnology Commission

The Chief Minister of Kerala would
be Chairman of  the Kerala Biotechnology
Board with the ministers for Industry,
Information technology, Agriculture and
Health, Chief  Secretary and Vice-
Chairman of  State’s Planning Board, two
eminent industrialists and two
Biotechnology Scientists/Technocrats as

Chief Minister Mr.A.K. Antony  releases the Biotechnology Policy in Thiruvananthapuram. Minister for Industries Mr.P.K. Kunhalikutty, Minister
for Agriculture Mrs.K.R. Gowri Amma, Planning Board  Vice-Chairman  Mr.V. Ramachandran and Dr.M.S. Vahithan are also seen.
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Environment. The Commission will have
five members including two leading
biotechnologists and entrepreneurs/
industrialists. Three of  the Members will
preferably be from outside of Kerala State.
The Commission will co-opt concerned
Government officials as Members as
required. The Commission will be the
effective think-tank of  the Board and will
identify focus areas of  investment and
prioritise projects for implementation and
will be responsible for utilization of BT
Development Fund. It will prepare a road
map of BT initiatives, encourage private-
public sector interaction and assess and
approve project proposals.

The Commission will address all
ethical, moral, environmental, economic
and social issues and imperatives in
fostering BT and will be responsible for
the balanced awareness and education of
the public on the potential hazards and
safety of Biotechnology.

The State BT Board
The State BT Board will facilitate and

enable growth of BT by spearheading a
number of  initiatives.

Encourage the establishment of
world-class institutions of  higher learning
and R&D in biotechnology both in the
public and private sectors.

Approve BT interventions/
applications and regulatory requirements
expeditiously through an exclusive and
effective single window system.

Ensure all laws of  the land are obeyed
to promote “Responsible” BT.

BT companies will be permitted to
acquire agricultural land in excess of
current ceiling limits.

Important new BT units and
expansion of existing units will be
exempted from stamp duty and
registration fees.

FSI will be double that of  prevailing
norms in the localities.

Offer Government land for BT
enterprises at concessional rates.

Industrial power tariff  is to be made
applicable to Biotech industries.

Important agribiotech companies will
be given power at agricultural rates.

BT industries will be exempted from
statutory power cuts.

BT companies to be exempted from

paying electricity duty.
Captive power plants will be

permitted.
Independent power producers will be

permitted to cater to BT industries.
BT units will enjoy all benefits

throughout the State, now reserved for IT
industry.

Provisions of  the Industrial Disputes
Act will be modified/amended to facilitate
shift working hours and employment of
women.

The State will share public health data
with BT companies and collaborate with
such companies in clinical research.

State Government agencies involved
in healthcare, animal husbandry and
fisheries will align with private industry to
develop appropriate products.

Permit the establishment of BT Parks
with Government equity in kind (land)

  BT Parks will be set up in
Thiruvananthapuram, Cochin and other
suitable places. To achieve the above
objectives for industrial promotion in
biotechnology, a Biotechnology Industry
Promotion Mission may be set up.

Biotechnology Human Resource
Development

The measures to be done for the
biotechnology human resource
development are detailed in the policy.
They include:

The existing leading State institutions
in Biotechnology will be networked with
advanced R&D laboratories of  the Central
Government and Private Institutions in
the State. KSCSTE will evolve a scheme
to establish such a network and implement
the same so that personnel and facilities
of  the participating institutions will be
mobilized to train faculty and mid-career
scientists in research institutions to
enhance the capability in teaching and
research.

The following institutions, which
already have significant biotechnology
programmes, are identified to achieve this
goal:
1. Rajiv Gandhi Centre for

Biotechnology, Thiruvananthapuram
2. Sri Chitrathirunal Institute for Medical

Sciences & Technology,
Thiruvananthapuram

3. Regional Cancer Centre,

Thiruvananthapuram
4. Rubber Research Institute of  lndia,

Kottayam
5. Central Tuber Crops Research

Institute, Thiruvananthapuram
6. Indian Institute of  Spices Research,

Kozhikode
7. Centres for Plant Biotechnology and

Molecular Biology, Kerala Agricultural
University.

l Services of scientists from outside
Kerala, the relevant programmes of
DBT, UGC and other central agencies
as well as the Science Academies, will
also be harnessed for human resource
development.

l An empowered panel of  biotechnology
experts, which will include some from
outside Kerala, will be set up, under
the Biotechnology Commission, to
carry out the recruitment in this sector.

l KSCSTE will set up a special post-
doctoral Biotech Career Development
Programme whereby at least 10 (ten)
young faculty will be selected to
undertake post-doctoral work at
leading biotech R&D labs in the
country. The eligibility will be limited
to the faculty (below 35 years) working
in the Universities and R&D
Institutions in Kerala.

l There is urgent need to inculcate
patent literacy and awareness of
intellectual property rights and their
impact on R&D, Industry and the
underfinnings in relation to WTO;
KSCSTE will organize special
programmes to foster IPR and Patent
literacy.

l While making special efforts to
strengthen biology education, the State
will evolve means to prevent the
mushrooming of  biotechnology and
bio-informatics programmes,
especially in the private sector without
adequate professional expertise,
facilities and basic infrastructure.
Various activities to be done under

each sector are discussed then. They
include the following:

Agriculture
The tools of  biotechnology such as

molecular genetics and breeding, including
the use of molecular markers and
descriptors as well as r-DNA technologies
and bio-informatics need to be harnessed
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in conjunction with tissue culture
techniques and conventional breeding to
not only combat biotic (insects, fungal,
bacterial and viral pathogens) and biotic
(drought, salinity) stresses, but also to
enhance value of  these commercial crops
in the domestic and international market,
while sustaining and improving the genetic
pool.

The areas of  focus will include Biotic
stresses, Abiotic stresses, Crop and animal
stock improvement, Gene discovery and
designer plants, Bioinformatics, database
and website, Value addition by post-
harvest technology and processing and
HRD in Agri-biotech.

Marine resources
The initiative in this sector will include

l Diagnosis and prevention of  viral and
microbial pathogens by PCR and
ELISA based techniques to counter
white spot syndrome virus as well as
the yellow head virus.

l Upgrading of  facilities and creation of
new ones for testing and certification
for microbial and viral loads and
antibiotic, hormone and chemical
pesticide residues will have priority.
Commercialisation of  hatchery
production protocols for variety of sea
foods as well as marine ornamental
fishes; establishment of onshore and
sea farms for not only shrimps, crabs
and related sea foods, but also for fin
fish, shell fish, sea weeds and micro
algae for the production of  agar, aligns
as well as anti oxidants and
neutraceuticals; seafood waste
utilization and development of
byproducts.

l Upkeep and maintenance of
Environmental Friendly Fisheries
(EFF) through appropriate
biotechnology interventions
development of  byproducts.

l In respect of both culture and capture
fisheries are to be encouraged.

l Preservation of  endemic and ethnic
characters of  the adequate biota
through gene pool protection and
development of  disease -resistant
genomes

l The thrust areas for research nd
application of  biotechnology in
fisheries will include establishment of
gene banks and fish bio-reserves;
genetic improvement of  disease-

resistant fish;
p r o d u c t i v i t y
enhancement in fish;
development of
promoters for upgrading
eco friendly, aqua-farming
systems; biotech support
for the large scale
production of monosex
species of  endemic or exotic
high yielding fish varieties;
technology standardization
for fixing systemic feeding and
seeding schedules, and the
application of  standard units, legal
regimes and control measures on the
usage of  probiotics and antibiotics.

l Marine bio prospecting will be a major
theme of  the Biotech Policy. A number
of  novel marine biotechnology
initiatives are feasible and the policy will
emphasise such emerging areas.

Healthcare
The area of  focus will be on early,

sensitive and accurate diagnosis of the
diseases (e.g. PCR based diagnostics;
immune diagnostics) and development of
vaccines. The State will encourage the
establishment of  diagnostic service
centers at District headquarters for
infectious diseases such as tuberculosis
and other pulmonary, parasitic and gastro
intestinal infections and AIDS. Sree Chitra
Thirunal Institutec of Medical Sciences
and Technology is already involved in
ELISA and DNA based diagnostics for
cardio vascular infections and genetic
diseases. Rajiv Gandhi Centre for
Biotechnology is active in PCR based
diagnostics for entero, rota, hepatitis A and
E viruses. Pharmacogenomics work at
RGCB on software development for
detection and identification of metabolic
errors (e.g. single nucleotide
polymorphisms) will complement this
effort. SCTI and RGCB along with
Regional Cancer Centre will jointly
spearhead the initiative with SCTI as the
nodal institution.

Tissue Engineering has immense
potential to be a niche area in medical
biotechnology. Tissue Engineering is
expected to revolutionise the technologies
leading to organ replacement and the
substitution of  damaged tissues, e.g., in
vitro regeneration of  tissue including
nerve, liver, and bone and heart valves.
The effort will involve the participation

of  biotechnologists and material scientists.
Groups working at SCTI in the areas of
polymer science and bioceramics will be
encouraged to initiate the major
programmes in this area.

Ayurveda and traditional medicines
The State Policy will encourage the

synthesis of  the traditional and modern
in upgrading the quality and the content
of  the Ayurvedic medicines and services.

Creation of  an advanced multi
purpose analytical testing and
standardization laboratory approved by
the National Accreditation Board For
Testing and Calibration of  Laboratories
will cater to the needs of  the Ayurvedic
and Pharmaceutical industry for meeting
international specifications.

Discovering new Medicines from
Nature

Kerala’s biodiversity treasure and rich
tradition of  Ayurveda provides an ideal
combination for discovery and patenting
of  new drugs. A consortium approach
with leading industry partners and the
State’s major medical R&D institutions
such as SCTI, RGCB, RCC, TBGRI and
CUSAT will be encouraged by KSCSTE
with special emphasis on collaboration
with National Chemical Laboratory, Pune
in utilizing NCL’s multicrore high
throughput robotic facility for screening,
combinatorial synthesis, structure
elucidation and profiling of bio-molecules

Tissue Engineering has immense potential to be a
niche area in medical biotechnology. Tissue
Engineering is expected to revolutionise the

technologies leading to organ replacement and the
substitution of  damaged tissues, e.g., in vitro

scientists. Groups working at SCTI in
the areas of polymer science and

bioceramics will be encouraged to

regeneration of  tissue including nerve, liver, and
bone and heart valves. The effort will involve the

participation of  biotechnologists and material

initiate the major
programmes in this

area.
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for drug development.
Biodiversity

The main goal of  the Policy will be to
harness, the State’s Biodiversity treasure
without eroding or endangering the same
in any way.

A number of  initiatives will be
encouraged by the Stake-holding
institutions such as. KFRI, with TBGRI
as the coordinator with participation by
appropriate industry partners;

Herbal farms for cultivation,
harvesting and processing of  raw
materials; their standardization and
chemical profiling for certification needs;

Provision of  planting materials such
as seeds, cuttings and tissue culture plants;

Application of controlled
fermentation techniques for the
standardized production of Arishtas and
Asavas;

Bioreactor and fermentation kinetics
of  plant cell cultures for secondary
metabolites;

Creation of database on traditional,
tribal and ethno botanic remedies and
formulations; their patenting as well as
protection from bio piracy;

Evolving a mechanism or legislative
provision for rewarding the traditional
vaidya or tribal for sharing the wealth
generated by marketing/commercialising

leads from their traditional knowledge
base.

A number of  areas of  commercial and
industrial biotechnology are cited for
priority focus under the sections dealing
with Agriculture, Healthcare, Marine
Resources and Biodiversity. It will be the
task of  the Industry Ministry to scout for
technology leads from the various R&D
institutions in the State and also globally
facilitate technology incubation, industry
partnership and technology transfer. The
Ministry will provide fiscal incentives and
take administrative measures to create the
right milieu for the BT industry
development. Many of the imperatives are
cited in the section on “Kerala State as
Proactive Enabler of Biotechnology”.

Establishment of Biotechnology
Parks will play a pivotal role in contract
research, technology development,
incubation, scale-up and commissioning
of Biotech projects.

Environment and sustainable
Development

The bio load of  the major rivers,
Periyar and Pamba are indeed very high.
There is also a need for the regeneration
and preservation of  the wetlands of
Kerala. KSCSTE will evolve a networking
mechanism of  concerned institutions in
the State as well as the National
Environment and Engineering Research
Institute, Nagpur to tackle the degradation
of  the environment using biotechnological
approaches.

The development of Bio informatics,
especially in the context of Kerala’s
strength in information technology is a
much-needed strategic initiative.

Creation and access to the database
on Kerala’s unique biodiversity and the

related traditional knowledge in
Ayurveda, the genetic traits,
agronomic features and disease
resistance sensitivity profiles of
specialty spices and commercial
crops, marine resources, the
clinical/genetic information on
the Keralite’s disposition to
diseases such as cancer,
diabetes, cardiovascular-
ailments and mental
disorders will be extremely
valuable for research and
p r o d u c t / p r o c e s s
development in these areas.

Contract sequence services -synthesis
and mapping (seeds, leaves, blood/
organ tissue, purified DNA);

Molecular marker services -DNA
fingerprinting, molecular markers and
ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags);

Training courses -awareness courses on
Bio informatics, genomic, DNA
fingerprinting apart from specialized
higher courses on physical mapping,
YAC libraries, and chip technologies;

Hardware and software support
services -web hosting services for
clients/institutions Data storage and
documentation services. Bio
informatics activity will be part of  the
technology mission already underway
in the State and will need to network
with not only Kerala’s leading R&D
institutions, but also the National Bio
informatics Centres such as Pune
University and Madurai Kamaraj
University.

Biotechnology Parks
Kerala State has decided to establish

Biotech Parks with the lead taken by
KINFRA. The essential components,
apart from customized lab units, of  the
biotech park are:
1. Bio resource Centre as a hub to

provide infrastructure, equipment.
Facilities and services to assist the
tenants and clients of the park.

2. Technology Incubator with the
capability to develop and license, in
collaboration with R&D institutions,
proprietary technologies to the tenants
and clients in the State and elsewhere.

3. Training Centre where technology
skill packages can be imparted in
biotech streams, e.g., molecular
biology, genetic transformation,
immunology, tissue culture,
fermentation and down stream
processing and instrumentation.
Considering the locations of leading

R&D institutions and the geographic
distribution of the State; natural resources
and commercial centres, the State will
encourage the establishment of
Biotechnology Parks with emphasis on
healthcare at Thiruvananthapuram,
marine resources at Cochin and agriculture
in an appropriate location near Thrissur/
Kozhikode/Munnar.

l

Considering the
locations of leading
R&D institutions and
the geographic
distribution of the State;
natural resources and

commercial centres, the State will
encourage the establishment of
Biotechnology Parks with emphasis on
healthcare at Thiruvananthapuram, marine
resources at Cochin and agriculture in an
appropriate location near Thrissur/
Kozhikode/Munnar.
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Biotechnology Commission will
step up HR activities : Dr.Valiathan

Kerala Biotechnology Commission with the help of  the Universities
in Kerala will start academic programmes in Biotechnology, says
Dr. M.S.Valiathan, Executive Vice President, State Council for Science,

Technology and Environment. One of  these programmes will be a five-year Master’s
Degree Course for Higher Secondary Students. The students for this course will
be selected on the basis of  an entrance examination, he said during an interview
for Kerala Calling.

This will be an inter institutional programme which will entail all the major
institutions in the state in Biotechnology. Kerala has its own strengths in certain
areas like spices, cash crops like rubber, medicinal plants, and marine sciences. The
course will cover all these areas. The Commission has to convince the Universities
since only Universities can take up this task, Dr.Valiathan said. The Master’s
programme will give stress to subjects Mathematics, Physics, Statistics and
Physiology in addition. There will be project works in the above said institutions.
Such courses will in future enrich the human resource of  our State in Biotechnology.
There is no use starting courses without adequate infrastructure. Those coming

S.Radhakrishnan

COVER STORY - INTERVIEW±
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“We started late.
Our policy is also
a belated
assertion. But we
have our own
strengths in
particular areas
like Marine
Sciences, Spices,
Medicinal plants,
Healthcare etc.
We cannot
imitate the other
states in areas
like modern drug
development.”

Dr.M.S. Valiathan
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for  Scietific and Industrial Research
with the help of many institutions.  But
Kerala can go ahead with the
development of medicinal plants and
Ayurveda involving institutions like
TBGRI. Even Governments in Europe
are skeptical about applications of
Biotechnology in Agriculture.
Genetically modified foods may cause
doubts in people but we can, for the
time being, keep away from such
activities and concentrate in cash crops.

Compared to Information
Technology what are the steps you
are going to take in popularising
Biotechnology?

In IT we have all sorts of  jobs for

out of  such courses will not attract any
job, pointed out Dr. Valiathan.

Excerpts from the interview:
In the Biotechnology policy

approved by the Government of
Kerala there are recommendations
for the formation of  Biotechnology
Commission and Biotechnology
Board. How far things have
progressed after these bodies were
formed?

We had met once. A workshop was
conducted and certain projects were
identified. We are in constant touch with
the Department of  Industries, which is
looking after the formation of  the
Biotechnology parks. Incidentally these
parks are also a recommendation in the
Biotechnology policy.

How do you visualize the arrival
of  industries in these parks?

Starting industries in these parks or
in any other part of  our State will take
more time. For this to happen there
should be a playing field for research in
our institutions almost like Rajiv Gandhi
Centre for Biotechnology in
Thiruvananthapuram. There should be
industry-sponsored research in such
institutions. Our focus should be
products and processes. Suppose we
want to develop a new type of  pepper,
which is resistant to diseases. We can
request an industrial house to sponsor
the research programme. There should
be unambiguous agreements by which
the institution and the State will benefit
from the programme. The
Biotechnology Commission will meet a
part of  the operating cost for additional
equipment required for the purpose.
Our Scientists can be engaged for the
work. The product evolved can be put
up for patent. There should be
confidentiality in research. Premier
institutions like Indian Institute of
Science are undertaking such research
activities.  If  we demonstrate ourselves
in one programme more such projects
can be attracted and this will pave way
for industries that rely on our expertise.

But this  can naturally raise
eyebrows in our peculiar social and
political set up?

Why? This is being done all over
India. Our people and our institutions
will benefit a lot from such programmes.
Only through research we can bring
industries in Biotechnology.  These
research activities will also strengthen
our proficiency and our people. In this
era we cannot go on our own. The
inhibitions we have regarding industries
should change. Industry does not mean
corruption. It is an engine for growth.
Creating parks alone won’t bring any
industry.

Is there an alternate step like
attracting an industry to outsource
its research activities in Kerala?

I doubt. Such an outsourcing needs

Only through research we can bring
industries in biotechnology.  These research
activities will also strengthen our proficiency

and our people. In this era we cannot go on our
own. The inhibitions we have regarding industries

should change. Industry does not mean corruption.
It is an engine for growth. Creating parks alone

won’t bring any industry.

sharing of  knowledge. Big companies
will not encourage this. Exploiting the
advantages of  low wages and low cost
facilities, these companies can set up
their own facilities in India. Our
neighbouring states are vying for such
companies.

Compared to those states where
does Kerala stand regarding the
accomplishments in Biotechnology?

We started late. Our policy is also a
belated assertion. But as I said, we have
our own strengths in particular areas like
Marine Sciences, Spices, Medicinal
plants, Healthcare etc. We cannot imitate
the other states in areas like modern
drug development. It takes a long time
involving many institutions for
development and trials of  a modern
drug. This is now being done by Council

the people. BT cannot provide
thousands of  job opportunities but
provides more high-end jobs. There are
no quick results. But the outcome
affects a lot of  people. So now
programmes to create awareness among
public at large may not be necessary. But
the Biotechnology Commission will
think of  such programmes in the future
as and when necessary.

Is there any plan for a national
institute in Biotechnology like an
IIT?

Kerala alone can’t venture into the
creation of an Institute for
Biotechnology. And at present there
is no such Institute in India. I heard,
the Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister is
trying for such an Institute. Cost wise it
may be a big project. l
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Dr. A.N. Namboodiri

When Paul Berg of  the University of  Stanford announced the synthesis
of a recombinant DNA molecule in 1972 no one realized that the
discovery would affect the life of  all mankind directly or indirectly.

Within a year, a genetically engineered organism was made; it was a colon bacterium
into which a gene taken out of  a toad was transferred. And in the words of Matt
Ridley.And, Biotechnology was born.

Insulin and Interferon
One of  the earliest achievements in this field was the transfer of  insulin gene

into the bacterium of Escherichia coli (E. coli) and the development of methods

COVER STORY±

BT Scenario
Images and illusions

One of  the celebrated
successes of  the early

period was the synthesis of
interferon. Interferon,
as the name implies,

interferes with the
development

of  several viruses ranging
from the common

cold to some kind of  cancer.
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for its industrial utilization. Insulin gene was transferred initially from cattle and
later from humans. The bacterium divides every 20 minutes and the transferred
insulin gene divides with it. In the course of  a few hours, millions of  bacterial
descendents, each acting as a micro-insulin factory get established.

One of  the celebrated successes of  the early period was the synthesis of
interferon. Interferon, as the name implies, interferes with the development of
several viruses ranging from the common cold to some kind of  cancer. However,
46,000 litres of  blood are needed to synthesize half  a gram of  interferon and the
market value of  one kilogram of  this drug was calculated as one billion dollars.
The human gene for interferon was isolated and transferred to E. coli facilitating its
commercial production.

Even before the chemical synthesis of  the gene in the seventies, hopes were
raised about the possibility of  gene therapy. This envisaged replacement of  defective
genes with functional genes bestowing permanent cure to patients suffering from
genetic orders. However, there was very little reliable data on effective transportation
of  isolated or synthesized genes to the human organs or cells. Researchers like
Martin Cline could not wait till the protocols were finalized; they tried gene therapy
and predictably all attempts were failures.

Gene therapy came to age only with the involvement of Dr French Anderson.
In 1990 Anderson and his colleagues began to treat patients afflicted with SCID
(Severe Combined Immuno-deficiency) caused by the genetic inability to produce
the enzyme ADA. Normal genes of  ADA were synthesized and an injection of  a
billion normal cells with ADA gene was administered to the patient. The experiment
was a success. However, periodic transfusion of  the engineered cells was necessary
and permanent cure was not achieved.

Pharmaceutical Farms
Genes transferred to microbes synthesized desirable chemicals but their yield

was only minimal. Could the genes be transferred to plants and raise chemical
farms, which could turn out drugs in tons? American scientists have transferred
interferon gene to turnip and found that the plants synthesize this drug. It was also
found that one bacterium, Alcagenes entropus, synthesized the plastic polyhydroxy
buturate (PHB). This is degradable plastic and might solve the challenge of  plastic
pollution. However, the cost of  producing PHB is prohibitively high. Chris
Somerville of  the Carneigie Institute, Washington, transferred the genes for PHB
to the common weed plant, Arabidopsis. Raising the plants with the plastic genes
was left to the care of  the Monsanto and Somerville turned his attention to plant
nylons.

Very few discoveries have attracted
more attention than the transfer of the
pesticide  gene from the bacterium,
Bacillus thuringiensis, to cotton. Bt
cotton, as the transgenic crop is called
is the better known of  several
genetically modified (GM) crops.
Genetically modified wheat, corn,
soybean, and canola are also widely
cultivated. In fact, during 2002, GM
crops increased by 6.1 million hectares
taking the genetically engineered
cultivated area to 58.7 million hectares.
In fact, within a short period of  a
decade, crops created by man have
acquired a dominant position in
cultivation. It is estimated that in 2003
six million farmers are cultivating GM
crops and more than seventy five per
cent of  them are poor farmers of  the
developing countries.

Eco-warriors
Transgenic organisms are designed

to solve ecological problems. Several
groups in both the public and private
sectors are working to create organisms,
which can be used to monitor surface
and sub-surface contaminants. Other
transgenic organisms absorb and
convert toxic forms of mercury into the
less toxically elemental mercury. GM
plants are also used to monitor
radioisotope levels around nuclear
stations and to detect leakage of  copper
from mines.

A novel feature of  transgenic plants
is their role as detection of land mines
and hidden weapons. After the war, the
land mines buried are abandoned
without any hint or direction.
Thousands of mines left in Egypt after
the Second World War still remain as a
threat to man and animals. Plants
designed to detect mines have a gene
transferred from which produce a green
protein that fluoresce on contact with
the explosive (TNT). Transgenic plants
absorb TNT from the soil and when it
reaches the leaves the gene produces
fluorescent protein, which makes
detection easy. Once the position of  the
mine is known, steps can be taken to
make the explosive inactive.
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Cloning of  Coconut Palms
In the background of  such cutting

edge technologies it may seem odd to
discuss a project to solve a persistent
problem of  coconut farmers of  Kerala.
Root-wilt disease had been their
principal enemy and decades of  study
and research have not given any
consolation to them. In the eighties
there was considerable discussion of
cloning coconut. It was well known that
even in the infected fields there are a
few trees that are disease resistant and
high yielding. If  we can clone these elite
palms and replant the affected area with
disease resistant clones, the problem
of the farmer could be permanently
solved.

There were formidable challenges.
A suitable culture medium and optimum
growth conditions have to be found out.
Plants vary in their requirements for
nutrients and hormones. The standard
medium, though suitable for many
species, does not support division and
differentiation of  coconut tissues.
Palms, as a matter of  fact, are classified
as very difficult material for tissue
culture propagation.

Several attempts had been made to
tame the coconut palm. Prof. Sinclair
Mantell, of  the University of  London,
who was consultant to TBGRI, once
narrated his experiences with coconut
cloning. Palm is a tropical plant, and
there were problems in getting fresh
material. This was solved by air-lifting
coconut inflorescence from Jamaica.
Prof. Mantell had the support of  a
variety of  experts of  the Advanced
Propagation System of  the Horticultural
Division of the University of
London. He and his colleagues were
working on this problem for several
years but all the sophisticated
instruments and the expertise
accumulated over the years did not
help them in obtaining a clone.

In the eighties, however, Laurie
Jones of the Uni Lever Company
announced that tissue culture of oil
palm was successful. If  oil palm can be
cloned, surely coconut could also be
coaxed to co-operate.

Research groups who ventured into
this field focussed on trials with a vast
number of  culture media that differed
in their constituents and proportions. In
one major effort, scientists used 2340
different media and each variant was
used for ten separate trials. As a result,
23,400 trials were made and the data
collected and analysed. This was long,
hard and dedicated work but coconut
remained unyielding.

The case of  Cuba
In Biotechnology, the roll models

are often selected from the Western
developed countries with resources to
run massive enterprises such as the
Human Genome Project. However,
there are lessons to be learned from the
experience of Cuban biotechnology.

Cuba, that impoverished island in.
the Caribbean is often said to be half a
century behind its big neighbour, the
United States of  America. The
population of Cuba is only one third
of  that of  Kerala. American embargo
cuts off  even supplies of  chemicals and

isolating interferon from human blood,
but soon realized the advantage of  using
Recombinant DNA technology for
interferon synthesis. The Centre for
Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology
was soon established with Manual
Limonta as its Director.

Cuba’s efforts in biotechnology are
highly pragmatic and aimed at solving
real life problems. The main crops of
Cuba are potato and sugar cane and
researchers have transferred genes to
give them pest resistance. They have
added an extra growth hormone gene
to tilapia creating a faster growing
variant of  this tasty fish.

It is in the field of  vaccines that
Cuban biotechnology made a real
impact. Cuba is one of the largest
producers of a recombinant vaccine
against hepatitis B. It is also a
producer of  a recombinant vaccine
against meningitis B. It also markets
interferon for cancer treatment.
epidermal growth factor for wound
healing and streptokinase for heart

glassware to the laboratory .Yet, Cuba
is now a biotechnological mini power.
Significantly, it also earns $100 million
a year from sales of  biotechnology
products. It all began in 1980. Fidel
Castro heard about interferon, the
wonder drug that fights a variety of
viruses ranging from common cold to
cancer. He asked Manual Limonta, an
immunologist, to set up a facility to
synthesize this drug. Limonta started by

ailments.
Cuba provides hepatitis B to all

newborns free and charges countries
like India as little as $2 a shot. Cuban
biotechnology is now gearing up for
expansion and collaboration with
international pham1aceutical firms.

If Cuba is a mini power could not
Kerala aspire to be a biotechnological
mega power?

l

Cuba’s efforts in biotechnology are highly
pragmatic and aimed at solving real life problems.
The main crops of  Cuba are potato and sugar cane

and researchers have transferred genes
to give them pest resistance. If  Cuba is a

mini power could not Kerala aspire to be a
biotechnological mega power?
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Biotechnology can be broadly defined as “using living”
organisms or their products for commercial purposes.
As such biotechnology has been practiced by human

society since the dawn of  history in which activities taking
place were baking bread, brewing alcoholic beverages or
breeding food crops or domestic animals were taking place.
These processes actually marked the beginning of what we
today call as biotechnology.

The discoveries and innovations specially in industrialised
counties through the basic understanding and unravelling of
the double helix structure of DNA by Watson and Crick in
1953 and thereafter, developing a large number of
biotechnological tools and techniques, the field of
Biotechnology has assumed a prime position amongst all the
disciplines of  science.

The Human Genome Project gives the completion of
the DNA sequence and analysis of human chromosome
6 comprising 167 million base pairs. This chromosome
has tremendous significance from the medical research
point of view including aspects of protection and
treatment for diseases like cancer, schizophrenia, arthritis
and diabetes. The most important aspect is a region on
the short arm of the chromosome which encodes the
Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). It is
absolutely essential for the human immune response. This
work is going to further light up the curiosity and desire
to speed up research in all aspects of  genomics.

The challenges, the excitement, the curiosity and the
opportunities are limitless before the scientific community
pursuing modern biology and biotechnology research.
Equally important are the aspects of its application.

 Modern biotechnology constitutes a growing range
of techniques, procedures and processes. The confluence
of classical and modern technologies enables the creation
of new products and highly competitive processes in a

Potential of
biotechnology

large number of  industrial and agricultural activities as well
as in the health sector. This would provide the impulse to
radically transform the competitiveness and growth potential
for a number of  activities and open up new possibilities.

Biotechnology promises a ‘golden age” in agricultural
production, where no one goes hungry, customize foods
contain added nutrients to enhance our health or ward
off disease, and farmers produce the raw materials for
plant-based industrial stock, fuels, antibiotics and a myriad
of other products as well as food.

Biotechnology provides unique opportunities to
increase the quantity, quality and reliability of food
supply. These gains can be achieved with potentially less
need for pesticides and herbicides, less demand on scarce
water supplies and less pressure to use ecologically
sensitive land.

To increase agricultural productivity, in an environmentally
sustainable manner in the face of  diminishing land and water
resources is a highly challenging task. Knowledge based
approaches including crop genomics  can provide powerful
solutions and enhance food security, by improving local
agricultural productivity, minimizing the use of  chemical
inputs such as pesticides and fertilsers, insulating crops against
losses from diseases and pests, curtailing post harvest loses
including food spoilage, improving food quality and nutrition,
increasing crop tolerance to stress factors such as drought
and salinity problem, and through the production of  value
added products.

COVER STORY±

Dr. Manju Sharma
Secretary, Department of BT, Government of India
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We have been domesticating, breeding and
hybridising animals and plants since long. But while
doing so, we could not accomplish the most
desirable goals because of  the natural constraints
imposed by species barriers and some built-in-
limits. Genetic engineering has by passed all the
species barrier and information between completely
unrelated species in a controlled manner and has
given birth to Precision Breeding.

Biotechnology can expedite the development
of  new varieties and also enhance marginal crops
like millets, banana, grain legumes, cassava and
sweet potato all important staples in the developing
world. Introducing genes that increase by three-
fold are available iron levels in rice can be a
potential remedy for iron deficiency. Modern
biotechnology offers effective techniques to
address food safety concerns. Biotechnological
methods may be used to decrease the time necessary to detect
food borne pathogens, toxin and chemical contaminants as
well as to increase detection sensitivity. Enzymes, antibodies
and micro organisms produced using rDNA techniques are
being used to monitor food production systems for quality
control. Biotechnology can compress the time frame required
to translate fundamental discoveries into applications. Now
plants resistant to insect attack like Bt cotton, are a reality, no
more the fantasies of science fiction.

A case study compiled by National Centre for Food and
Agriculture Policy (NCFAP) reveals that crops (maize, sugar
beet and potato) developed through biotechnology can help
farmers reap an additional 7.8 billion kgs of  yield and improve
farm income by  50 billion Rupees and reduce pesticide usage
by almost 10 million kg per year.

It is amazing to know that three years of  field trials of
genetically modified cotton in Australia particularly Bollgard
II has shown that pesticide use can be reduced by as much as
75per cent compared with conventional cotton.

Genetic engineering can be used to modify the genetic
compositions of  plants, animals, and micro organisms.

The number of  genes that have been isolated and are
available for transfer are growing daily. Some of  the areas in

agriculture where biotechnology has shown significant
achievement include transgenic crops, herbicide tolerance,
insect resistant, virus tolerance, other engineered products,
stress tolerance.

Vaccine Production from Plants
An interesting development is the use of  plants to produce

“edible oral vaccines”. The plants provide a natural
encapsulated environment for the proteinaceous vaccines
which can be produced on a very large scale at cost, which is
lower as compared to using current technologies. Currently
edible crops such as bananas and corn are being used for
producing a variety of  vaccines including vaccines against
Hepatitis B, transmissible gastroenteritis and E. coli labile toxin.

Potential applications of  this technology would include
efficient immunisation of  humans and animals against disease
and control of  animal pests. For instance, antigens for the
Hepatitis B virus have been successfully expressed in tobacco
plants and used to immunise mice.

This technique promises to pave the way for inexpensive
immunisation against several human diseases. Oral vaccines
against cholera have already been expressed in plants.
Generation of  antigens through plants is not only cost-
effective, but can also be mass produced, and easily recovered.

Plant biotechnology is stated to be an important R&D
business in our country, as India is regarded as the largest
producer of milk and the second largest for fruits and
vegetables. Analysts predict that by 2010 India can become
the World’s largest exporter of  agriculture.

Biodiversity
Increased economic growth spurred by genetically

improved crops will provide much-needed resources in the
efforts to conserve biodiversity.

India is one of  the world’s 12 mega diversity areas, with
over 45 000 wild plant species and 77000 wild animal species

‘Designer’ Foods
Many plants are now being used to produce useful proteins.
This has given birth to ‘Nutraceuticals’ - a word coined for
made up food. These foods are also known as functional
foods. The nutraceuticals include all ‘designer’ foods from
the vitamin-enriched breakfast cereals to Benecol, a margarine
spread that actually lowers LDL cholesterol. A leading
American company, Novartis Consumer Health, estimates
the US market for functional foods is around ten billion dollars,
with an expected annual growth rate of  ten per cent.
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registered, accounting for about 6.5 per cent of  the world’s
known wildlife. The biological wealth of  India is a valuable
asset to be managed prudently, particularly since the CBD
recognizes that the biodiversity present within the political
frontiers of  a country is the sovereign property of  that country
.The diversity of  living forms in India is the result of  climate
and soil variability and cultural and ethnic diversity. There
are over 53 million tribal people in India, belonging to 550
communities.

There are three megacentres of  endemic biodiversity in
India -the Western Ghats, the Eastern Himalayas and the
Western Himalayas -and 25 micro-endemic  centers.

We have the rich bioresources base which can provide
novel genes, molecules, enzymes for commercial exploitation
etc. These would eventually generate a significant revenue
for the state.

Recently, the World Summit on
Sustainable Development held at
Johannesburg once again reviewed the
concept of  sustainable development
and projected three dimensions as
integral part of  this, namely:
environmental conservation and
enhancement of  genetic resources;
social security of the people; and
Economic security.

Human Health Care
In a report published in nature

genetics it was revealed that 10 most
promising biotechnologies for
improving health in developing
countries in the next five to ten years
include: modified molecular
technologies for affordable, simple
diagnosis of  infectious disease,
recombinant technologies to develop
vaccines against infectious diseases,
technologies for more efficient drug
and vaccine delivery systems,
technologies for environmental
improvement (sanitation, clean water,
bioremediation),  sequencing pathogen genomes to
understand their biology and to identify new antimicrobials,
female-controlled protection against sexually transmitted
diseases, both with and without contraceptive effect,
Bioinformatics to identify drug targets and to examine
pathogen -host interactions, genetically modified crops with
increased nutrients to counter specific deficiencies,
recombinant technology to make therapeutic products (for
example, insulin, interferons) more, affordable, combinatorial
chemistry for drug discovery.

Biopharmaceuticals
Many of  the biotechnology based therapeutics under

development or which have been approved for use are proteins

that help the body overcome infections and cancers, fight
pain, encourage the growth and repair of  tissues or carry out
other specific functions. The body itself  during its normal
functioning in fact produces many of  these proteins.

Vaccines
The vaccines produced by modern biotechnology consist

only of  the antigen. This reduces the risk of  the vaccines
transmitting the virus and allows for modification of  the
vaccine to increase its effectiveness. We are at various stages
of  developing vaccines for dreadful killer diseases such as
Malaria, Cholera, Tuberculosis, Japanese Encephalitis Virus,
HIV/AIDS etc.

Diagnostics
Diagnostics are used to detect diseases under normal and

abnormal conditions of  the human body. Many modern
diagnostic kits are based on the use
of  labelled antibodies. More recently
diagnostic kits based on the
polymerase chain technology have
been developed.

Diagnostic kits produced through
biotechnology play an important role
in the screening of blood for HIV and
hepatitis. Home pregnancy tests are
examples of commonly used
diagnostic product.

Gene Therapy
Gene therapy involves

modification, deletion or addition of
genes. to cure a disease. Theoretically,
a single successful application of gene
therapy will cause the body to
permanently cure the disease. Gene
therapy is currently being evaluated
for its ability to treat wide range of
diseases such as cancers, diabetes,
heart disease, arthritis and neuro-
degenerative diseases. Gene therapy
has been used, for example, to treat
severe combined immunodeficiency

disease (SCID), commonly known as the “bubble body
disease”. Gene therapy requires the identification and cloning
of  the relevant human genes. The data generated from the
completed Human Genome Project will therefore prove to
be a cornerstone of  gene therapy.

Stem cells have an enormous potential for repairing
damage to the body caused by disease, injury, or aging. Stem
cells also offer the prospect of treating many inherited diseases
caused by a single, defective gene.

DNA Fingerprinting
The development of DNA fingerprinting technique has

proved to be extremely significant in identifying criminals
and establishing parentage.

DNA Vaccine : A boon to
developing countries

With DNA vaccines, the gene for a protein
from a pathogen is inserted into a bacterial
plasmid. The first clinical trials using
injections of DNA to stimulate immune
response against a foreign protein began for
HIV in 1995. Since DNA is relatively
inexpensive and is easier to produce than
the isolated proteins or attenuated organisms
on which conventional vaccines are based,
this technology may enhance the availability
of  vaccines to developing countries and
enable timely immunization against
emerging infectious diseases. In India
significant progress has been made to
develop DNA rabies vaccine at IISc
Bangalore.
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Prenatal Diagnosis of  Inherited
Diseases

Molecular genetics has a
significant application in prenatal
diagnosis of  inherited disorders like
haemoglobinopathies. For instance,
the technique for analysing DNA to
diagnose sickle cell anaemia from the
amniotic fluid cells was devised in
1978.

Pharmacogenomics
The intervention of  molecular

tools in the pharmaceutical domain
has given birth to a new area of
Pharmacogenomics. This upcoming
field holds great promise of  the day,
when it will be possible to tailor drugs
for individual patients keeping in view
their genetic architecture.

Animal Health
Using biotechnology, scientists are

developing fast, accurate diagnostic
tests for many of the most common
live stock diseases. Recombinant DNA
technology has made it possible to
breed animals with great precision and
accuracy. Specific genes can be inserted
into an animal embryo without causing
a shift in other genes present in the
same animal.

One of the major applications of
genetic engineering is the development
of  new breeds of  productive cows that
can produce more nutritious milk. The
milk of  an ordinary cow lacks
lactoferrin, an iron-containing protein,
which is significant for infant growth.
Scientists at Gen Pharm International,
California, have now developed the
transgenic bull Herman, which has
been microinjected with the human
gene for lactoferrin. The breeding of
Herman and its progeny will prove to be a new source of
nutritious milk.

Animal Nutrition
Natural proteins called somatotropins, or growth

hormones, help animals convert feed into muscle or milk.
Using recombinant DNA technology, scientists have been
able to develop bacteria that produce commercial quantities
of  somatotropins.

Organ transplantation
The latest biotech feat, has proved to be a cost-efficient

treatment for heart, kidney, lung and other diseases. Organs

from species like pigs are believed to be
promising sources of  donor organs for
humans. This practice is referred to as
‘Xenotransplantation’. The first
xenotransplantation experiment was
conducted in 1905, when a French
surgeon transplanted slices of  a rabbit
kidney into a human patient.

Bovine embryo transfer is another
technique of  genetic manipulation. The
principal advantage of  embryo transfer
is that it increases the reproductive
capacity of  useful cattle like cows and
buffaloes. Such transfer can also decrease
the generation interval between selection
steps by having a large percentage of
progeny of  young donors.

Industrial Biotechnology
The most successful application of

industrial biotechnology outside the
pharmaceutical industry to date has been
the production of industrial enzymes
through fermentation - a process with
leading market applications in textiles,
food, and detergents. Techniques for
removing hazardous chemicals from the
environment are also gaining interest.

Food and Beverage Industry
Enzymes are biological molecules

present in various organisms. Microorganisms have been
found to be a rich source of  industrially important enzymes.
One such enzyme is xylanase. Different types of  xylanases
have been identified and isolated by genetic manipulation.
These include digestive enzymes for natural fibres like wood,
pulp and cellulose.

Environmental Biotechnology
One of  the major concerns today is the preservation of

the existing flora and fauna including plants, animals and
microbes. Molecular applications have opened up new and
improved methods of  preserving plant and animal genetic
resources and have accelerated the collection and evaluation

Dolly and Polly
The development of Dolly   and    Polly     by

Dr. Ian Wilmutt of  PPL Therapeuticals,
London, the first cloned animals created waves
allover the world. This feat is indeed significant,
as it not only marks a great scientific
achievement, but also paves the way for the
generation of many other cloned animals, which
carry valuable human proteins.

In addition to producing new diagnostic tests
and therapeutic proteins, animal scientists are
using biotechnology to develop vaccines to
prevent disease. A safe, effective vaccine for
swine pseudorabies, is already in use. Another
advantage of  recombinant vaccines is the speed
with which they can be developed.

“Conventional vaccine development can take 20
or 30 years, may be even 100 years”,
Recombinant vaccines are being developed for
foot-and-mouth disease, a highly contagious
viral disease that infects cattle, sheep, and other
animals.
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of  germplasm for specific traits. We have gene banks, both
ex situ and in situ. A new generation of  genetically engineered
organisms is being developed to convert toxic materials into
benign substances. Scientists are also using genetically
engineered fungi, bacteria, and algae as “biosorption” systems
to capture polluting metals and radionuclides including
mercury, copper, cadmium, uranium cobalt etc. Some of  the
areas where biotechnological tools have made c dent include
land fill technologies, bioremediation, biosensors,
biodegradation of Xenophobic Compounds, oil eating bugs,
designer bugs for biomining, pollution control, cleaning of
industrial, dairy, dye and industry wastes, restoration of
denuded ecosystems etc.

Maintenance of  a wide genetic base, which is an important
element of  biodiversity, is essential. The global scientific
community agrees that biotechnology gives us an important
additional tool towards meeting these needs. Plant tissue
culture has been regarded as a key technology for increasing
the production capability of many plants of  selected varieties,
and to prevent their extinction. Biotechnological tools have
thus paved a new pathway for restoring and preserving our
biodiversity in multidimensional ways.

Aquaculture and Marine
Biotechnology

We all know that oceans cover 70 per cent of  the earth
and these house millions of marine organisms each of which
offer unique qualities and uses. Reports suggest that marine
biotechnology can help utilize more than 30 thousand known
species of marine organisms to develop new products
including the biochemical capabilities of marine organisms
to generate new classes of  pharmaceuticals, polymers,
enzymes and many other
chemical products. This
technology can boost the
development of  vaccines,
diagnostics and analytical
agents, and genetically
modified organisms for
aquaculture and seafood
industry.

Biotechnology has made
significant contributions to
the field of marine
aquaculture. The tremendous
potential of marine resources
are still untapped. As
overexploitation of  natural
resources takes its toll on
these natural reserves, the
development of  transgenic
fish will playa key role in the
aquaculture industry in the
near future.

Seaweeds have numerous

applications. These are used as food, fertilizers, industrial
gums, medicinal use. cosmetics industry etc. Farming of
seaweeds has resulted in production of  biopolymers with
many industrial applications. For instance carrageen an is
widely used in food and cosmetic industries. This is a million
dollar industry since India has a large coastline of  7000 km
and nearly 770 species have been reported from India. Of
late few Indian companies also have started seaweed
cultivation, which eventually would create nearly 50,000 job
in coastal states especially for women.

Bio informatics
One of  the main applications of  bio informatics in

addition to its enormous use is the data mining and analysis
of  the data gathered in genome projects. Other applications
are sequence alignment. protein structure prediction.
metabolic networks. morphometrics and virtual evolution.
Protein structure prediction is another important application
of  bio informatics. The amino acid sequence of  a protein,
the so-called primary structure, can be easily determined from
the sequence on the gene that codes for it.

There are many successful examples of  structure based
drug design. Development of  anti-retroviral therapy for the
treatment of  AIDS or the development of  anti-cancer drugs
have been significantly accelerated by the knowledge of  the
three dimensional structure of  the target proteins. Today,
structure based drug design is an undertaking in every major
pharmaceutical set up.

Bio informatics can help in Characterising targets, such
as the classification and subclassification of protein families;
Understanding targets, such as their behaviour in a larger bio-
chemical and/or cellular context; Developing targets, such

as production, detoxifica-
tion, the stratification on
patient population and
other gene-based varia-
tions.

It can be said that the
genome projects gave us
long lists of letters and
with bio informatics I we
can determine words,
grammar, sentences and,
finally their meaning.

Advances in genomics
and DNA analysis are
leading to new develop-
ments in molecular elec-
tronics and bio comput-
ing.

Biomolecules or mac-
romolecules like carbohy-
drates, lipids, nucleic ac-
ids and proteins form an
important area of  re-

Intellectual  Property  Rights and BT
Due to increased costs of  research and development all over the globe, it
became necessary in the interest of  public, to provide adequate incentives
to the inventors for carrying out research. This thought eventually gave
birth to what is called Patent, the Patent Law and IPR regime.

IPR’s related to biotechnology are mostly covered under plant breeders
rights, trade secrets, trade marks and copy rights. Depending upon the
nature of the invention, the patent may be granted for a product, a process
or both {product-process patents). However, live forms may or may not
be patentable though majority of  the industrialized countries have
extended patent protection to living organisms. Among the
biotechnological innovations, patents are granted for products like
antibiotics, new microorganisms, new gene(s) sequences, new substances
with no previously recognized existence etc. Patentable processes include
method for new organisms, for example enhancing biological utility,
reducing disease incidence due to pathogenecity, construction of  new
organisms by genetic recombination or cell fusion, etc.
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the HER2/neu receptor, one of  the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) family members, and is the only growth
factor receptor inhibitor approved for clinical use (to treat
metastatic breast cancer with or without chemotherapy). Some
of  the novel therapeutic approaches are outlined below.

The goal of  gene therapy for cancer is to inhibit the
constitutive signals that drive tumor growth. One area of
research is replacement of  the missing function of  a mutated
tumor suppressor gene, P53. Various approaches have been
used and are in clinical trials. Results from this and other
agents are limited by a variety of  problems, including difficulty
delivering the agent, identifying tumors that lack P53 or over
express other targets, and production of  the novel agent.

Two radio labeled antibodies in clinical trials treating
patients with relapsed or transformed low-grade non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, are tositumomab (Bexxar), and
ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin}. Both are antibodies

I to CD20, tositumomab is linked to 131I and ibritumomab
is linked to 90Y. (An antibody against CD33 linked to the
toxin calicheamycin has been effective in the treatment of

Cancer treatment:   Novel biotechnological approaches

search with application in Biosensors and DNA chips and
Bio-chips.

Nanobiology
Over the years, we have seen the convergence of  various

diverse fields and, this has led to development of  new frontier
inter-disciplinary areas, such as Nanobiology. It involves the
expertise of  physicists, as it deals with cooperative systems
of many subunits, which undergo structural changes also
computational methods, chemistry etc. Nanobiology is a blend
of  physics and biology -the study of  biological entities at
Nanometer scale levels.

The emergence of  nanobiology depends on the
development of Nanotechnology. The concept of
nanobiology was first proposed in a group study named
“Biological Nano- Mechanisms”.

l

While the medical treatment strategies in general use
now (i.e., surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation) are
successful in some cancers, they all have limitations.

For example, surgery has been used successfully for many
years to remove cancerous tumors. However, not all cancers
can be surgically removed and even when they can be, some
cancerous cells may have been missed. Conventional
treatments don’t always kill every cancer cell, or they kill
normal cells as well as cancer cells. The use of  cytotoxic
drugs and radiation against cancer is limited by a number of
factors, including toxicity, tumor resistance and lack of
targeted cell death. Now, scientists are developing better ways
to target therapies directly to the tumor while protecting
healthy cells. New strategies are based on increasing and
improved knowledge of  the molecular events responsible for
disordered cellular growth and include antibodies to block
receptors, small molecules that inhibit receptor tyrosine kinase
(RTK) mediated cell signaling, agents directed at suppressing
growth of  blood vessels that feed cancer growth, vaccines to
stimulate immune recognition of  cancer cells, cell cycle
inhibitors, and gene therapy to turn off  signaling pathways
or provide a missing tumor suppressor. Novel agents are
already in the clinic, including antibodies such as Herceptin
to treat advanced breast cancer and the small molecule RTK
inhibitor Gleevec for the treatment of  chronic myelogenous
leukemia. Herceptin is a monoclonal antibody directed against

Some of  the areas where nanobiology can make impact are
development of  improved chemical separations using non-
porous material, combine engineered and self assembled
components into useful devices ranging from sensors to
photocatalysts for splitting, assessing the properties of
nanobiological systems such as enzymes, other proteins, and
biochemical processes for better understanding, of
fundamental life processes and for developing new and useful
products from these technologies

Looking at the enormous potential of  biotechnology, it
seems quite apparent that our way of  life is likely to be more
fundamentally transformed in the next several decades than
in the previous one thousand years. By the year 2025, our
children and we may be living in a world very different from
anything human beings have ever experienced in the past.

Dr.D. Karunagaran ,
Rajiv Gandhi Centre for BT,Thiruvannanthapuram
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the HER2/neu receptor, one of  the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) family members, and is the only growth
factor receptor inhibitor approved for clinical use (to treat
metastatic breast cancer with or without chemotherapy). Some
of  the novel therapeutic approaches are outlined below.

The goal of  gene therapy for cancer is to inhibit the
constitutive signals that drive tumor growth. One area of
research is replacement of  the missing function of  a mutated
tumor suppressor gene, P53. Various approaches have been
used and are in clinical trials. Results from this and other
agents are limited by a variety of  problems, including difficulty
delivering the agent, identifying tumors that lack P53 or over
express other targets, and production of  the novel agent.

Two radio labeled antibodies in clinical trials treating
patients with relapsed or transformed low-grade non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, are tositumomab (Bexxar), and
ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin}. Both are antibodies

I to CD20, tositumomab is linked to 131I and ibritumomab
is linked to 90Y. (An antibody against CD33 linked to the
toxin calicheamycin has been effective in the treatment of

Cancer treatment:   Novel biotechnological approaches

search with application in Biosensors and DNA chips and
Bio-chips.

Nanobiology
Over the years, we have seen the convergence of  various

diverse fields and, this has led to development of  new frontier
inter-disciplinary areas, such as Nanobiology. It involves the
expertise of  physicists, as it deals with cooperative systems
of many subunits, which undergo structural changes also
computational methods, chemistry etc. Nanobiology is a blend
of  physics and biology -the study of  biological entities at
Nanometer scale levels.

The emergence of  nanobiology depends on the
development of Nanotechnology. The concept of
nanobiology was first proposed in a group study named
“Biological Nano- Mechanisms”.

l

While the medical treatment strategies in general use
now (i.e., surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation) are
successful in some cancers, they all have limitations.

For example, surgery has been used successfully for many
years to remove cancerous tumors. However, not all cancers
can be surgically removed and even when they can be, some
cancerous cells may have been missed. Conventional
treatments don’t always kill every cancer cell, or they kill
normal cells as well as cancer cells. The use of  cytotoxic
drugs and radiation against cancer is limited by a number of
factors, including toxicity, tumor resistance and lack of
targeted cell death. Now, scientists are developing better ways
to target therapies directly to the tumor while protecting
healthy cells. New strategies are based on increasing and
improved knowledge of  the molecular events responsible for
disordered cellular growth and include antibodies to block
receptors, small molecules that inhibit receptor tyrosine kinase
(RTK) mediated cell signaling, agents directed at suppressing
growth of  blood vessels that feed cancer growth, vaccines to
stimulate immune recognition of  cancer cells, cell cycle
inhibitors, and gene therapy to turn off  signaling pathways
or provide a missing tumor suppressor. Novel agents are
already in the clinic, including antibodies such as Herceptin
to treat advanced breast cancer and the small molecule RTK
inhibitor Gleevec for the treatment of  chronic myelogenous
leukemia. Herceptin is a monoclonal antibody directed against

Some of  the areas where nanobiology can make impact are
development of  improved chemical separations using non-
porous material, combine engineered and self assembled
components into useful devices ranging from sensors to
photocatalysts for splitting, assessing the properties of
nanobiological systems such as enzymes, other proteins, and
biochemical processes for better understanding, of
fundamental life processes and for developing new and useful
products from these technologies

Looking at the enormous potential of  biotechnology, it
seems quite apparent that our way of  life is likely to be more
fundamentally transformed in the next several decades than
in the previous one thousand years. By the year 2025, our
children and we may be living in a world very different from
anything human beings have ever experienced in the past.

Dr.D. Karunagaran ,
Rajiv Gandhi Centre for BT,Thiruvannanthapuram
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relapsed AML (Acute Myeloid
Leukemia). There are a number of
agents under development with the
immune system to help fight cancer
such as interferons.

As with vaccines for polio, hepatitis,
and other diseases, the aim of  a cancer
vaccine is to get the body’s immune
system to attack foreign materials in the
body. Researchers get the body to
recognize this foreign material by
introducing a small amount of  the target
material (or the antigen}. To make these
targets for cancer vaccines, scientists
take parts of  tumor cells (i.e., proteins
or enzymes) that are unique to those
cells and make them harmless. They
then inject this vaccine into the body.
Experimental cancer vaccines that may
be able to prevent or treat cancer target

Cancer treatment:   Novel biotechnological approaches
different parts of  the immune system.
Some try to induce an antibody response
to prevent cancer in the first place.
Others activate an arm of  the immune
system to kill cells that are already
cancerous. Cancer vaccines are proving
to be promising for the following types
of  cancer: melanoma (skin cancer},
colorectal cancer, breast cancer, prostate
cancer, lymphoma and very recently for
cervical cancer. The vaccines being
tested now are injected, however,
investigators are also looking at the
possibility of  developing a vaccine that
could be swallowed, sniffed, or given in
some other way. There’s still much
research still to do, but if  these new
cancer’ vaccines prove successful, they
could eventually become part of
standard cancer therapy. They could be

COVER STORY±

used, for example, with already available
treatments, such as chemotherapy, in-
patients who have had cancer and are
at high risk of  their cancer returning.

DNA vaccine; DNA vaccination is
a new strategy of  immunization where
genes coding for tumor-specific
antigens are injected intramuscularly as
naked plasmid DNA where they lodge
and commence synthesizing the protein.
The tumor protein has been shown to
stimulate both antibody-mediated
response as well as cytotoxic T
lymphocyte response. Genes coding for
cytokines have also been used to
enhance the immune response against
the tumor cells. Encapsulation of  the
DNA vaccine into biodegradable
polymer microspheres ensures long-
term release of  the vaccine eliminating
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COVER STORY±the need for subsequent boosters.
Blocking a tumor’s blood supply-A

tumor needs a constant supply of blood
and nutrients for it to grow and the
ability to produce new blood vessels is
called angiogenesis. Scientists are
studying ways to cut off  the tumor’s
growing blood supply that will
essentially starve the tumor to death.
They are developing a number of  drugs
that may block angiogenesis. These
agents are called angiogenesis inhibitors
or anti-angiogenesis drugs. Angiogenesis
(the growth of  new blood vessels) is
thought to be an essential component
of  the ability of  a tumor to invade
locally and to metastasize from the
primary tumor site. Tumor angiogenesis
is regulated by angiogenic stimulators
such as vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF, the ligand for the VEGF
receptor) as well as the newly described
inhibitors of  angiogenesis, angiostatin
and endostatin. There is intense interest
in using inhibitors of  angiogenesis to
suppress tumor growth and metastases.
A recombinant humanized antibody to
VEGF (anti-VEGF, Avastin) has been
tested alone and with chemotherapy in
colon, breast and lung cancers. The most
promising results have been seen in
patients with advanced colon cancer in
conjunction with chemotherapy, where
improved response rates and survival
were seen in the anti-VEGF arm
compared to the chemotherapy-alone
arm. Another novel way to suppress
angiogenesis is with RTK inhibitors that
block VEGF mediated receptor
signalling. Several agents are in clinical
trials treating advanced metastatic
cancers of the colon and lung, usually
in combination with chemotherapy,
including Semoxind (SU5416). Striking
responses have been seen in advanced
and resistant multiple myeloma, often
in combination with other agents.

Some cancers are very sensitive to
hormones, such as certain breast cancers
and prostate cancer. Scientists are
perfecting ways to give agents that
suppress estrogen in women with breast
cancer and other agents that block
androgens in men with prostate cancer.

A light-sensitive drug is given to
patients before they undergo surgery.
After surgery, a laser beam is directed
at the tumor site where the drug has
accumulated. The light triggers the drug
to release chemicals that kill any of  the
cancer cells that were missed, without
affecting any healthy cells This
technique has been used in early stages
of  bladder and esophageal cancers and
is now being tested in brain cancer.

One of the major problems in
treating solid tumors by either radiation
therapy or chemotherapy is that the
tumor cells are often resistant to
apoptosis and therefore do not succumb
to the conventional treatment. Hence,
the therapeutic approaches have been
aimed at killing cancer cells by inducing
apoptosis. Wild type p53 has been used
either alone or in combination with
other apoptosis-inducing genes, or in
combination with radiotherapy. A
brand-new class of  drugs known as
“antisense drugs” may soon app r on
pharmacy shelves and they will literally
throw a wrench into the p ion of  a cell’s
genetic machinery that produces
disease-related proteins. Researchers are
also testing the use of  heat, such as
microwave energy, to help kill cancer
cells. They are also studying ways to use
cold substances, such as alcohol, that
might freeze or otherwise kill cancer
cells. Another new area is the use of
magnetic particles to draw cancer-killing
agents into tumors. Some of  these
targeted approaches stop the growth of
existing tumors and prevent new tumors
from developing. However, these
treatments won’t necessarily remove the
cancer altogether. In the future, some
cancers may be managed over long
periods of  time with regular drug
therapies. Controlling cancer in this way
would become similar to the
management of  other chronic diseases,
such as heart disease and diabetes. Many
of  these approaches are years away from
being readily available. Nevertheless, this
research opens the door for the
development of  new classes of  cancer
treatments. And it raises our hopes that
many more cancers can be successfully
treated in future.

A Centre
seeking excellence

A Centre
seeking excellence
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Remna Mariam George

Biotechnology,Thiruvananthapuram,
which  has a story to tell and history to
create.

The Centre was  registered on July
3, 1990 as an educational institution
known as C-DEST (Centre for
Development of Education, Science
and Technology). Later on August  29,
1991 the name of  the Centre was
changed to Rajiv Gandhi Centre for
Development of Education, Science
and Technology  and it became a ‘Grant-
in aid’ institution of  the Government
of  Kerala. Again on March 21, 1993 the
Government reconstituted the
Governing body and the Executive
committee. On April 18, in the
following year, the Government
restructured the centre as R & D Centre
of Excellence in Biotechnology. Finally
the Government changed the name of
the centre from RGC - DEST to Rajiv
Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology on
March 21, 1997.

Aims, Objectives
The Centre aims at to facilitate the

development of  the state and the nation
through research at the cutting edge of
science and manpower development in
biotechnology and basic sciences. Its
objectives are to carry out and to co-
ordinate advanced research by high
caliber in frontier areas of
biotechnology, molecular biology, bio-

A Centre
seeking excellence

A Centre
seeking excellence

Biotechnology making a big  wave
in the West, especially in the
fields of  agriculture and medi-

cine, has awakened India to the needs
to invest in biotech industry as a means
of  creating wealth and generating em-
ployment opportunities. Fundamental to
any development in this field is the cre-
ation of  new information through ba-
sic research. Scientists believe that by
merging the traditional medical knowl-
edge  and the modern research tools
provided by biotechnology, they can
open new avenues in drug research.
Kerala with a rich biodiversity has much
to gain from these researches.

The vibes created in the West were
picked up by Kerala. Sensing the
importance the Government of  Kerala
initiated with the help of the
Department of  Biotechnology,
Government of  India to set up Rajiv
Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology in
Thiruvananthapuram. But it was a long
up hill trek of hardwork before they
searched their present geory.Its ultimate
goal is to bring about  BT development
in the State. Bring a difference in
agricultural medicines which is our key
source of  income. To eradicate
infectious diseases among human beings
and animals.

Personally having a chance. I, visited
Rajiv Gandhi Centre for

Sensing the importance the Government of
Kerala initiated to set up Rajiv Gandhi Centre

for Biotechnology in Thiruvananthapuram. But
it was a long up hill trek of hardwork before

they searched their present geory.

Rajiv Gandhi Centre for BT in Thiruvananthapuram.
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Vision Kerala -2025
A new development agenda
C.P John
Member, Planning Board, Kerala

DEVELOPMENT±

informatics and related inter
disciplinary areas of physical sciences,
to identify and develop technology,
formulate projects for
implementations, and to provide
consultancy services on technologies,
to organise workshops, seminars,
symposia and training programmes of
a specialised nature in selected areas
of health care biotechnology, life
sciences agriculture and
environmental protection, to
stimulate the diffusion of knowledge
in the thrust areas of the centre and
to disseminate information relevant
to industry. agriculture and medicine.

The scientists of this centre has

undertaken research works on:
infectious diseases, environmental bio
technology, plant molecular biology,
transgenic plants and animals, molecular
biology of  genetic diseases and
molecular basis for biological functions.

The RGCB has a wide range of
sophisticated instruments for carrying
out these researches. It also houses a
group of  engineers to carryout repairs
of most of  the instruments by avoiding
the expensive maintenance contracts.

It has a well maintained library. It
caters to the intellectual needs of
scientists, students summer training
programme in addition to so many users
from other universities and scientific l

institutions.
Public Services

Their work among the public
though not very popular are DNA
fingerprinting technology and
diagnostic tests. The centre has a formal
collaboration with the Police
Department, forensic section and the
state women commission for the DNA
finger printing cases. The centre is also
capable of  doing DNA fingerprinting
from blood samples, dried blood strains
or semen smears. The centre has
conducted 49 DNA fingerprinting tests
during this short period. In the
diagnostic tests area - tests are
conducted on Hepatitis B and C
infections and on Tuberculosis.

“A developed India by 2020, or even earlier is not a
dream. It need not even be a mere vision in the minds of
many Indians. It is a mission we can all take up and succeed.”

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

Every country needs a vision, which stirs the
imagination and motivates all segments of
society to greater effort for further

development. It is an essential step in building a
political consensus on a broad national development
strategy that encompasses the roles and
responsibilities of  different sections in the economy,
such as governments at various layers, private sector,
people’s organisations etc. The Planning Commission
Committee on Vision 2020 has already prepared a
Vision Document for the country. States like Andhra
Pradesh, Assam, Chattisgarh, and Jharkhand have
also prepared such documents. By taking the spirit
of  the honourable President’s concept Kerala State
Planning Board has also initiated the preparation of
a perspective plan for 2025.

Kerala’s development experience poses an

interesting riddle to economists world
over and it is a stark reality that no other
single state in any country received the
rare privilege of  being praised and
quoted frequently in international
development circles; the latest in the
World Development Report 2003.
However, since the late 1970s many
scholars and activists within Kerala as
well as outside have been sounding an
alarm; that is the Kerala model moving
towards a crisis. This raises the question
of  the sustainability of  the Kerala model
to face the real situations in this dynamic
world. Kerala was a forerunner in the
development of  physical and social
infrastructure, and human development,
but was lagging behind in economic
growth and employment. Kerala is
unsuccessful in transforming the
leverages attained under the social
service sectors to the productive sector
for the over all development.

Kerala is
unsuccessful in
transforming the
leverages attained
under the social
service sectors to
the productive
sector for the overall
development.
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‘Vision 2025’ is to make the State
economy a fully developed one by 2025
or if  earlier. To achieve this, each Rupee
spared by the Government need to be
monitored for the extent of actuation
on both capital mobilization as well as
the socio-economic promotion. It
requires a ‘circulation tracing’ of the
various sectors and subsectors.

The basic feature of  the Kerala
development model is an unbalanced
development pattern, with advanced

demographic/ social service sectors and
underdeveloped production sectors.
The ultimate mission of  Kerala Vision
2025 is to make all sectors and sub-
sectors to a fully progressed one by 2025
to cater the needs and aspirations of the
then society. Such a long- term
perspective requires a well-planned
development approach with rationally
targeted goals and suitable strategies
including contingency plans. One of  the
prime steps to be taken in the
formulation of  Vision 2025 is the

The ‘Kerala Vision 2025’ is not only an intervention
at the department and grass roots levels but also a mission

that thrives for the over all development of  the State economy
by making positive changes in strategic areas.

Kerala could not transform its high
social standards to the forces of
production. Our development planning
over the last five decades could not also
make significant impact on such a
transformation. While reviewing the
development pattern of  the State over
the last couple of decades it could be
seen that the major glut in the smooth
and balanced development of  the State
economy was mainly lack of  a
perspective plan with a vision on the
part of  the planners, policy makers,
administrators, as well as politicians and
academicians. Countries worldwide have
taken strong initiatives in breaking their
developmental bottlenecks with a long-
term perspective. Major attempt have
not yet been made to remodel the State
economy to cater the needs of  the
people at both the ends of the income
ladder including the middle income
class, under the globalized regime.

Our honourable President Dr. A.P.J
Abdulkalam’s concept of  ‘India Vision-
2020’ has already triggered a new
discipline of  development waves around
nook and corner of  the country. It is
not too late for us to look into this
matter by taking advantage of  the
already developed service sectors. The
‘Kerala Vision 2025’ is not only an
intervention at the department and grass
root levels but also a mission that thrives
for the over all development of  the State
economy by making positive changes in
strategic areas.

The Vision
Our vision of  Kerala’s future should

be both comprehensive and harmonious
and it should encompass all the myriad
aspects that constitute the life of
Keralites. It must be based on an
objective assessment of  facts and a
realistic appraisal of  possibilities, yet it
must raise beyond the limitations of  past
trends, immediate preoccupations and
pressing challenges to perceive the
emerging opportunities and concealed
potentials. The ultimate goal of  the

Forecasted Production Trends of  Important Crops in Kerala
Crops Production (in Tonnes)

2001-02 2020-21

Paddy 703504 331619

Coconut* 5479 6587

Arecanut* 16687 18543

Cashew 65867 68620

Pepper 58240 151879

Coffee 66690 304685-

Tapioca 2455880 1812391

Rubber 580350 954840

Tea 66090 60831
* Production in million nuts

setting up of need and capacity based
targets for AD 2025. Such long-term
targets are to be divided into short
periods. This kind of  stratification helps
in necessary mid term appraisals at
regular intervals. While setting targets
all development indicators are to be
quantified with sub-sector break ups.

SWOT Analysis
The over all vision for 2025 is to be

streamlined in such a manner that each
and every sector should be given proper
attention. Setting up of  goals, targets,
and strategy in each sector is to be
supplemented by contingency plans.
The prime issue to be tackled in this
endeavour is none other than proper
utilisation of natural and human
resources. Revision and modification of
existing mode of operation through
interventions and application of
innovative and modern technologies are
warranted in each and every line of
departments. Rather than sectoral
interventions major policy changes are
to be ensured in following areas.
l Employment and poverty,
l Regional disparity and

backwardness,
l Financing the perspective plan,
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While framing a vision document for 25 years the ‘Business as Usual
Approach’ (BAU) is not the main strategy but has been the ‘Best Case
Scenario’ (BCS) approach. For which the efficiency of  service sectors and
the productivity of  production sectors are to be at least doubled.

health gains. Skilled manpower and
general English education of  the
work force make the human
resources internationally
competitive.

u Non Resident Indian Population
The NRIs (numbering 13.86 lakhs)

constitute around 4.4 percent of the
Kerala population and the people
working abroad amounts to 10 percent
of  workforce of  Kerala. At the same
time NRI remittances constituted 22
percent of the State Income and 179
percent of  value added in
manufacturing.

Weakness
u One of the serious locational

disadvantages of  Kerala is its poorly
endowed natural energy resources
such as petroleum, coal etc.

u Lack of  fine tuning over the years
make the system and in particular
the governance of  low quality that
is reflected through the service
delivery.

u Low productivity of  the production
sector affects their sustenance.

u The quality of  education system
existing in the State is not of
competitive in international
standards.

Opportunity
u One of  the strengths as well as the

opportunities is in the information
communication technology.

u Telemedicine has to play an
important role in Kerala.

u As discussed earlier infrastructure
strength including transportation
and communication networks
including IT has immense
opportunities in making Kerala a
development destination.

u One of the traditional strengths of
Kerala in the health sector is
Ayurveda, which has to play pivotal

Major Targets
           Development parameters India India Kerala

2002 2020 2020
Percentage of  people below
poverty line 26.0 13.0 12.72

Male adult literacy rate (%) 68.0 96.0 94.2

Female adult literacy rate (%) 44.0 94.0 87.9

Public expenditure on education
(Percentage of GNP) 3.2 4.9 3.96

Life expectancy at birth (Years) 64.0 69.0 72.0

Infant mortality rate
(per 1000 live births) 71.0 22.5 16

Public expenditure on health
(Percentage of GNP) 0.8 3.4 0.85

Telephones (Per 1000 population) 34.0 203.0 85.0

Sectoral composition GDP(%)
a) Agriculture 28.0 6.0 24.5
b) Industry 26.0 34.0 22.0
c) Services 46.0 60.0 53.5

l Policy and programme
implementation, and

l Technological changes.
Before embarking on a vision

exercise it is important to assess the
State’s potential in terms of  its inherent
strengths and weaknesses. The SWOT
analysis presented herein is not intended
to be exhaustive. However, it is
indicative of  some of  the primary issues
that the State will need to content with,
going forward.

Strength
u Bio-wealth (Micro organisms to the

plant and animal kingdom)
The Western Ghats is one of  the 25
ecological hot spots of  the World,
just 8 degrees away from the
equator, the forest of  Kerala are
known for their rich bio-diversity
and endemism of many species. The
‘biomass wealth of  Kerala includes
locational specific resources such as
flora and fauna, nutrient rich soil,
rainfall (3000 mm) and water
resources, round the year bright
sunlight, hills, ocean, and beaches
etc. Protection, production,
processing, and marketing of  the bio

wealth in the form of  agro-related
activities is one of  the potential
strengths of  the State. Bio wealth
to Kerala is just like petroleum
reserves to Gulf countries.
Hypothetical zero intervention by
mankind in this fertile land will make
it full of  bio-reserves including
plants and animals within couple of
years.

u The infrastructure strength included
a number of  airports, harbours,
better transportation and
communication networks etc. Road
transportation networks in Kerala is
one of  the best in the country. At
the same time Kerala is a forerunner
in the information communication
technology.

u Human resources
Kerala is well known for its
knowledge society (high levels of
literacy) and other demographic/
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role in the new era.
u The God’s own country’s natural

beauty as could be seen in the
eastern mountains, western beaches,
and the backwaters along with rich
bio wealth and cultural heritage
make Kerala a place of  immense
potentiality in the tourism sector .

u Kerala is an investor friendly
economy.

u Biotechnology and organic farming.
u Modernisation of  traditional

industries and handicrafts.
Threats

u Increasing numbers of  population
(even though the growth rate is
falling) and its pressure on scarce

land resources will impede
development initiatives to a greater
extent. At the same time
demographic transitions in the form
of aging population and the
resultant pressure on working
population will create a
development dilemma.

u Major crops produced in the State,
which are facing international
competition included spices and
plantation crops and in particular
from Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Brazil, and
Guatemala.

u Declining opportunities for
migration in the Middle East will
affect the State’s labour class and

also the foreign remittances.
u Environmental problems including

deforestation, destruction of
wetland ecosystems and water
bodies, and pollution will affect the
sustainability of  the development
efforts.

u Consumer market
While framing a vision document

for 25 years the ‘Business as Usual
Approach’ (BAU) is not the main
strategy but has been the ‘Best Case
Scenario’ (BCS) approach. For which the
efficiency of  service sectors and the
productivity of  production sectors are
to be at least doubled.

l

Dr. K.M. Abraham
Secretary (MGP)

H istorically Kerala has been following a
development strategy, which had yielded very
good results as seen in its human development

indicators.  However over the years there has been a
perceptible decline in the quality of  public services.  The
transfer of most of  the development services to the local
governments has also not made any significant difference
except in the improvement of  infrastructure of  the
institutions delivering the services.  Another point to be
noted is that the service delivery institutions have been
transferred to local governments on an as is where is basis
with the result that inter local government disparities
relating to infrastructure is fairly wide with the backward
areas having lesser facilities.  Quality of  services can be
enhanced in a meaningful manner if  local governments
prescribe service standards and performance standards and
bring out citizen’s charter. To achieve this Modernising
Government Programme has an Initiative named: “Service
and Performance Standards integrated into citizens’
charters” with code number V.2.1.

The objective of  the initiative are
l Enhance quality of  service delivery standards in

schools, hospitals and welfare institutions.
l To ensure assured level of  services and help the poor

access their entitlements.

M G P
Formation of

Citizens’ charters
l To make local governments more responsive to citizen

needs which would lead to greater public and
community participation

l To do away with influence peddling by middlemen and
corruption in service delivery

l  To enhance credibility of  the local governments which
would serve as a demand factor for greater
decentralisation.
This initiative proposes that a study has to be

commissioned to prepare minimum standards for facilities
and services in public hospitals, schools, hostels, institutions
for the aged and challenged. It envisages preparation of
citizens’ charter by each Local Self Government.
Consultative workshops will also be conducted to finalize
the stands of  services and citizen charter.

A successful implementation of  the initiative will
provide prescribed minimum standards of  facilities and
services and a road map for attaining these standards within
reasonable time period and resource availability.  Once the
minimum standards of  services, infrastructure and staff
requirement and its costing are done, it will be easy for
resource allocation to bridge the gap. Subsequently Citizen’s
Charter for providing better and speedy services to the
common man will be published and made available to all,
particularly to potential users.

NEW INITIATIVE±
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Rubber wood canoe
for marine fishing

K.C. Saleem

The Central Institute of  Fisheries
Technology, Kochi has
developed a fibre-coated rubber

wood canoe for marine fishing. The 6.2
metre-long rubber wood canoe is
maintenance-free and cheaper
compared to the conventional type of
canoes.

Kerala is the most important rubber
producing state in India with plantation
concentrated in the hilly districts of the
state. The Head of  the Fishing
Technology Division of  the CIFT, Dr
B. Meenakumari said that the CIFT had
been making efforts to use rubber wood
for making canoes since 1997. The cost
of  rubber wood is only about one-
fourth compared to the jungle jack
(Artocarpus hirsuta) that is traditionally
used for making canoes. The rubber
wood canoe would cost only around Rs
15,000, Dr Leela said.

According to the 1998 census of the
artisanal marine fishing fleet of  Kerala,
there are 6366 plank-built canoes in the
state. More than 90 per cent of  them
are made of  jungle jack and traditional
preservatives like sardine oil, cashew nut
shell liquid and eggs are used for
protection from the attack of  bacteria,

preservatives. The treated panels were
exposed at the test site in Kochi harbour.
A combination treatment technology
earlier developed for less durable species
of  timber by the CIFT was found to be
very effective in prolonging the life of
the rubber wood under water.

The scientists at the CIFT then
assessed the extent of  internal damage
by marine borer attack through visual
observations, X-ray photographs and
mechanical strength testing. While the
untreated test panels perished within six
months in sea water, the panels that had
gone through preservative treatment
was found intact. The preservative
treatment had prevented bio-
deterioration under marine conditions,
Dr Meenakumari said.

The encouraging results naturally
led to the construction of  two protype
canoes; one for marine fishing and the
other for backwater fishing. The boats
were made at the local boatyard at
chellanam in Kochi. The treatment by
chemical preservatives through simple
diffusion process was done in a
rectangular cement tank. The process
obtained good penetration of  the
preservative. The treated planks were
allowed to season by air-drying.

Dr Leela Edwin said the
experimental rubber wood canoe was
given a fibre coating, while the double
treatment of  the two canoes developed
earlier involved oil treatment and water-
borne preservative treatment. She said
the use of  rubber wood for marine
purposes would also help reduce
deforestation to a certain extent.

fungi and insect and marine borers. The
scientists at the CIFT thought that it
would be a boon to the fishermen if
they could get a canoe the cost of which
could be 35 to 40 per cent less than that
of  the conventional canoe made of
anjili wood. They have now made it
possible by making a rubber wood
canoe. The CIFT officials handed over
the first canoe it built to fishermen in
Kannur through the Matsyafed on an
experimental basis.

The CIFT had conducted studies on
the natural durability of  rubber wood
under marine, soil and atmospheric
conditions. The study revealed that
rubber wood was highly perishable
when exposed to field conditions. This
was followed by field trials and other
experiments by treating small clear
specimens of  the wood with chemical

l

FISHERIES±
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FILM±

Dr. Sudha Warrier

This year, IFFK arrives, lending
sound and colour to the misty
mornings of December. “In

the embrace of  the snow, the earth
smiles sweetly, during these nights of
the traditional one month festival of
Thiruvathira”, said the  great Malayali
poet Vailopalli. Because the merging
of mist and moon brings back
memories of  foregone pleasures, the
mind wanders.The ideal setup for the
dream merchants and the dreamers
alike! Hence the anticipation of  the
festival awakens the senses further
since the film experience is a known

thrill to the Malayali psyche.
But Keralites revel in

controversies. Where there is none
they will invent them. So, along with
the films there will be fireworks also
on display – at times more colour and
sound than films could produce on
their own.

The first question that always
comes up before and after each
festival is whether it is worth the
money and effort. There is only one
answer – a big “YES IT IS”. As the
down to earth, solid, rough hero of

Chemeen, Palani proclaimed, we need
the unaffordable luxury too to make
life livable – and film is the poor
man’s luxury. Hence any country, no
matter how poor it is, money wise,
needs to nurture and cherish this
artform of  the present. And the best
way to do so is to bring the World
cinema at your door steps for the
filmmakers to discern the pulse of
film culture far and near and for the
film buffs to share the heart throbs of
the millions like them.

Even though Cinema was born as
an accidental byproduct of  some

Festivals – Where
Dreams and Realities Merge
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reaches the nooks and corners of  the
world and since communication is
visual even the barriers of  language
do not pose any hazard.

Retrospectives and packages play a
very decisive role in the success of  a
film festival as a cultural discourse.
While the young get an exposure to
talents that have stood the test of
time and become world classics, the
older film buffs get the oppurtunity to
reinterpret and reassess their favorite
pictures with the accumalated wisdom
they have gathered through years of
film experience.

The IFFK 2003, beginning on 12th

December, is exceptionally rich in this
regard. Along with the films of  our
master talent G.Aravindan, there are
packages on the famous film makers
Chris Marker, Chantel Akerman and
Ben Barker. Seven films of  different
film makers represent China. There
are also packages under the banner of
Martin Karmitz productions, River to
River (Italy) and a number of New
American Independent films.

In the same way other features like
the competition section where each
country or language test their mettle
in an atmosphere of happy
comraderie, the documentary section
where fast strides are being taken both
in content and form and the world
cinema section which brings cinemas
from far and near to compare and
contrast, enrich the festival
experience.

The unique feature of  this year’s
IFFK is the premier of  Poets of  Film
Lights by the famous Polish camera
artist Piotr Jaxa.

Many film makers consider film
festivals as fertile grounds where new
talents are discovered and past
grandeur renewed and remembered.
Of  course, each festival has its own
limitations. But they will be forgotten
and what will remain is the sweet
nostalgia of a mass experience in the
dim light where life in its glory make
images alive on the silver screen. So
the effort of  another film festival is
defenitly worthwhile.

an aesthetics of  its own.
This excellence was by no means

accidental, but the result of  great
talent and strenuous efforts. People
involved in making films always had
an urge to come together and discuss
the content and form of  their artistic
creations because it was a group effort
of more than one talent. It was this

desire that materialised as film
festivals. It was initiated by

the film enthusiasts in
France in the early
twenties. The official
ones from Cannes to
Kerala followed suit
and it is a long,
remarkable and
outstanding list now.

In fact the festival
calendar brings the world

together at different places
throughout the year. Thus it

is more of a cultural
event now – each

festival acquiring an
identity of  its own.

This identity is a
reflection of  not
only the ethnic
traits of that
particular
country or a
place but also a
spontaneous
response to
what is
happening all
over the world, as
depicted in films
from other
countries. It is an
unconscious or
semiconcious
expression of our
own approaches,
aspirations and
attempts. This
cultural aspect
of cinema is a
boon to
humanity as a
whole in
today’s
complex
life. It

scientific experiments and the first
viewers of  this shadow play expected
nothing more than the wonder and
movement to while away the time,its
growth into that of  a full fledged art
form was rapid and aweinspiring.
Within a short span of  a century, with
a number of  classic creations from all
over the world, Cinema got
acknowledged as the most significant
art of  the world on par with
other traditional arts with

l
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Writing non-fiction
for children’s
magazines

Prof.K. Pappootty

LITERATURE±

Why should we have children’s
magazines at all? To give
them information? To

entertain them? To emancipate and
civilize them? Perhaps all of  these and
much more.

Children mostly read for
entertainment. But elders, especially
their parents and teachers would like
children’s magazines to carry materials
full of  information and also to impart
some moral values and civic sense
among the readers. How to reconcile
these  two is a difficult problem.

Children in general, will read a
magazine only if  it gives them some
pleasure. This can easily be provided
through fiction and comics. That is why
our children’s magazines are filled with
such materials. A look at some of  the
most popular ones in Kerala reveals that
about 40-50 per cent of their printing
space is devoted to comics. And another
25-30 percent set apart for stories and
other forms of  fiction. The production
and supply of  comics is now an
industry; there are agencies who supply
them on order. The space left for non-
fiction is usually less then 10 per cent,
except in a few magazines like Eureka,
Thalir etc.

Children like fantasies and
adventure stories. But creating real
fantasies and adventure stories with a
human touch is not an easy job. But
there is an easy way out; include as much
violence as possible in the name of
adventure. Of  course, writers always
take care that the heroes always are the
winners in the end and the villains are
destroyed. But the net effect is that
violence comes to be accepted as
nothing unusual and the children
develop a passive attitude to them.

Magazine editors perceive a real
danger in allotting more space to non-
fiction - children may not like to read

them, which in turn, will affect the circulation. But here also they find a way out
they do not go in for any serious matter, but fill the small space allotted to non-
fiction with bits of  information, usually much exaggerated and mystified. Often
we come across reports of  attempts to recreate dinosaurs from a few cells obtained
from a dead dinosaur buried and well preserved in arctic ice and the effort nearing
success or there appear reports of  genetically modified hen as big as a cow or
tomatoes as big as a jack-fruit being produced in some unheard lab of  some foreign
university. Science is made to appear as magic. Subjects like arts and humanities
are altogether . discarded, since there are less possibilities of  exaggeration.

Providing bits of  information, mystified or un-mystified, need not be an
important function of  a children’s magazine. Children get a lot of  them from their
school curriculum, from news papers, T .V., internet and such other sources. What
they do not get, and which a children’s magazine has a duty to provide, is the
scientific temper, a better world view and a positive attitude to life and society.
Our school curriculum fails miserably on this aspect. Science and humanities are
presented to children as a package of  information to be assimilated and memorized
and reproduced at the time of  examination. There is a package for each subject;
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one for history, one for civics, one for
physics and so on. And each is kept
water-tight, science never polluting
history or civics, physics never polluting
life -science and like that.

Children’s magazines have a duty to
break this. Science had played a crucial
role in the development of  history. And
historical events have determined the
path science and technology has taken.
Similarly nature doesn’t distinguish
amoung physics, chemistry, earth
science and life -science. To understand
nature we should have un integrated
approach. The underlying unity of
nature and the relation between nature
and society and the need to preserve
and take care of  the environment are
subjects to be dealt with in children’s
magazines. Science is not magic and
science is not technology. Science is
not G.M food or space exploration
or information technology. They are
only products of  science. Science is
one of the beautiful expressions of
human creativity like music,
painting, creative writings or
sculpture. A scientist is a genius just
like a singer or a painter or a writer.
You needn’t be a painter to
appreciate a painting or a singer to
love a song. Similarly, you needn’t
be a scientist to appreciate the beauty
of  science. To enable children to see
and appreciate the unity of nature
and the beauty of  nature’s laws is an
important duty of  children’s
magazines.

Kerala has achieved full literacy, but
the state of scientific temper among our
people is pathetic. Superstitions and
pseudo sciences like astrology, palmistry,
vastusastra etc. are on the rise. New
pseudo sciences like Reiki, Magneto
therapy and magic cures like Conibio
products are wide spread. Fate has
conquered people’s minds. Our formal
education has failed miserably in
promoting scientific temper. If  people
happen to believe that fate determines
their destiny, they lose confidence in
their ability to shape their future and
progress of  the nation comes to a halt.
Narrow-mindedness like religious and
caste superiorities and intolerance to
others who have different customs and
manners are all due to lack of  scientific
temper. The humanizing potential of

science is not used to overcome such
attitudes. Science has been valued on
the basis of  its products only. Children’s
magazines should make a conscious
effort to change this situation and try
to spread the method of science among
the children. Children should be
encouraged to ask questions, even when
they are against the current beliefs and
attitudes of the society

Thus a purposeful non-fiction
writing aimed at breaking social taboos,
encouraging healthy human relations
based on scientific attitudes, rather than
narrow considerations, promoting free
thinking and enquiry and enabling
children to appreciate the beauty of
nature has to be encouraged,  instead
of  exaggerating and mystifying the
achievements of  science and

technology. The harm caused by
unbridled technology to our society
must also be brought out.

Now the question is, how to do it
effectively? Children do not like
sermonizing. Long, descriptive essays
will be left unread. A way out is to make
use of  the techniques and methodology
of  fiction. As an example, I can cite my
own experience as a contributor to
‘Eureka’. I have been discussing science
topics, especially physics and astronomy,
through a feature series named
‘Mashodu Chodikkam’ (you can ask the

teacher) There, I introduced a quick -
witted, naughty girl ‘Sreedevi’, the lone
child of  a widow.  She spends all her
spare time with a neighbouring teacher
family consisting of  a husband (The
‘mash’), wife (the ‘teacher’) and their
child, (little ‘Unni’). Sreedevi is just like
a member of  the family. She plays with
Unni, quarrels with him; some times
makes  fun of  him, but is very fond of
him. She does experiments suggested
by her science teacher with Unni’s help
and he is always ready with a helping
hand, though he understands nothing.
Sreedevi is always ready with curious
questions, which she asks and it is not
easy to answer them. But she will never
allow him to divert from the question
or hoodwink her with some silly
answers. She has no hesitation in

pointing out his mistakes or arguing
with him or making fun of him.
Mash, though calls her a ‘budhoos’
(an idiot), has great respect for her.
Some times he gets more insight by
trying to answer her questions and
often she helps in finding the
solutions.

A child who happens to read the
feature becomes font of Sreedevi
and gradually gets identified with
her, because she dares to ask the
questions which they wanted to ask.
Whenever the young readers meet
me in person, they invariably ask:
“Why didn’t you bring Sreedevi and
Unni with you?” They refuse to

believe that Sreedevi and Unni are
fictional characters. Thus I have
achieved a few objectives through the
serial. I could demonstrate that science,
and for that matter any topic, can be
made as interesting as any fiction and
children will appreciate them. Also,
teacher -student relationship can be
made more healthy and learning more
pleasurable if  based on mutual respect
and attention. To question or ague with
a teacher or make a little fun of  him is
not a great sin. More importantly, it
could show that it is possible to infuse

Science had played a crucial role in the development of  history. And
historical events have determined the path science and technology
has taken. Similarly ,  nature doesn’t  dist inguish among  physics,
chemistry, earth science and life -science.
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a little love and affection with the
discussions of any-topic and human
values, such as fellow feeling for the
disadvantaged, gender equity, need for
nature conservation etc can be imparted
without difficulty.

One thing we must always keep in
mind when we write for children is that
there are limitations to the amount of
ideas- that could be conveyed at a time
and the amount of  details in to which
we could go. Here, late Dr. K. Bhaskaran
Nair can be a good guide to us. He
always discussed only the bare minimum
of ideas but with telling effect and in
very simple language. Our aim must be
to kindle an interest in the topic so that
the reader will pursue it further.

The sentences, especially in
conversations, must be crisp. A child’s
mind is very alert and quick in grabbing
ideas. Elaborate explanations will only
bore him/her. Conversations should
appear natural, language used apt for
children. A tendency on the part of
authors to put such questions in to the
mouth of  children to facilitate
particular, pre-prepared explanations is
self-defeating.

Featurisation and dramatization are
not the only technique that could be
used. Many more are possible. For
example, suppose you want to introduce
the wonders of  nature to children, you
can make an adventurous journey
through a forest or a wetland or
grassland. Only, care must be taken so
that it does not appear as a study tour,
some thrill must be there to keep it
interesting and some kindness and
affection will make it more enduring.

Science fiction techniques and
fantasies are also effective methods and
scientists such as Gamow and Assimov
have used it effectively in discussing
topics in physics and astronomy. Thus
there is no dirth of  techniques to write
non-fiction effectively only, we, must be
ready to take pains. But children’s writers
and editors of  children’s magazines do
not seem to take any serious effort in
this direction. They are satisfied with
present type of fictions and comics
which brutalize the children and the
public shows no concern. The situation
warrants serious consideration.

The Kerala State Institute of Children’s Literature has come out with a
draft policy as a guide for the development of Children’s literature in

various Indian languages and also on a national level.  The institute has
urged the Centre as well as the various Indian States to adapt it with necessary
modification, as a basis for a more elaborate and solid policy.

The policy is based on the fact that ultimately the Children’s literature
development is aimed at making this sector’s contribution to the totality of
the cultural development.  Attempts to develop children’s book should
include the creation of  an overall atmosphere conducive to a high-level
political commitment, public-private sector interweaving and a favourable
financial policy.  Obviously this is a broad and general statement.
l A political commitment to consider books as part of  a cultural,

economical strategic sectors.
l A national conception of  the children’s book policy which constitutes

in itself  an articulated chain;
l A state / private sector consensus in order to stimulate juvenile literary

creation and create a fiscal and financial environment favourable to the
publisher & graphic arts.

l favour trade and distribution of  books to foster preferential postal rates
and elimination of  customs, taxes and other import taxes and strengthen
distribution mechanism, modernise bookshops and support nearby
bookstores.

l Adoption by the sector a code of  conduct in the field of  commercial
practices, and measures to encourage sales.

l Adoption of  a legal frame work containing all measures concerning
books.

l Engagement in training for human resources for all children’ s book
professions.
“Allowing children and young persons through out the country to enjoy

a variety of  ways and thinking enables them to participate in their own
history, culture, literature and life and those of  others.  This is why a book
policy for children’s books as a supplement to international (UNESCO)
and national book policies is absolutely indispensable,” says the policy.

The policy is detailed under the titles Forward, The Book: An Interlinked
Process, Objectives of  a National Children’s Book Policy, Sub Sectors
Concerned, Policy Definition, The Book Law, Consultation & Co-ordination
between Public and Private Sector, Book Policy Strategy (Guidelines for
Field Work) and Specific Aspects of  Book Production.

In the brief  note given at the beginning, the Institute Director Pala
K.M. Mathew writes, “The Children’s Book development measures would
be more effective and lasting if  they are brought together under a single
general policy and in a single legal text. That is why we have proposed a
Children’s Book Act also in the draft policy statement. The objective of  the
Children’s Book Policy is simply juvenile book development.

A Policy for
the Nation

l
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Glistening theatrics
of Padayani

Raja Varier

When the sunshine spreads
over nature after the
monsoon, the festival season

arrives in Kerala. It is the  time for
celebration of  fertility and happiness.
After the harvest, the people give a
share of  it to the gracious deities who
protect them. Thus, a number of  ritual
art forms and celebrations are born.
Padayani is such a ritual art form that
has been performed year after year
during the time of  festivals in Kerala.
The ritual art forms all over the world
are related to the land  and the climate.
Hence Padayani is also no exception to
this universal fact. Padayani is
performed two districts  -
Pathanamthitta and Alapuzha -of
Central and Southern Kerala  .
Alapuzha is coastal and Pathanamthitta
is mountainous regions. Padayani  is
nurtured  by the mountains and the
ocean. It is the festival of  a people who
believe that their lives are the gift of
the great mountains.

To have some kind of  control over
the unknown forces of  nature man
began to worship the divinity of  nature
itself  and  the seasonal changes
brought about by it. These enquiries
where resulted in certain definite

rewards. It’s endless repetitions would become
part of  protected assets and ultimately all our
ritualistic actions would emerge from them.
Stories that explain the mysteries of  nature
were generated.  They were the first myths that
provided energy for later day’s creative work.

As a mark of  respect to nature, man
personified the natural forces in characters
that danced and sang according to the primal
rhythms. These became expressions of  the
basic emotions in man. The primitive man had
the power to express these basic emotions
through his  expressions in the  raw form.
Most of these expressions became theatrical.

Padayani is a ritual theatre –one of  the art
forms  related to the Devi temples (temples of
Mother Goddess) in Central Travancore,
Kerala. It has tremendous theatrical value and
very evocative language. It represents nature in
its varied vibrancy and vitality whereas folk
forms of North Kerala  like ‘Theyyam’ and
‘Thira’,  project super – human characters. This
ritual  art  possesses the sense of  rhythm,
vision, aesthetics  and power of  imitative
quality of   people ,who are directly involved
with nature. It elaborates man’s relationship  to
nature. For the ordinary people, it is the
epitome of  life. The text of  this is derived
from our tribal ethos and culminated in the
Siva cult. In short, the hidden text of  Padayani
is rooted in the Siva and Shakthi cult which
have all tantric rituals. It is a ritual sacrifice

CULTURE±
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performed by the villagers before the
primal Goddess.

Padayani is the simple and at the
same time complicated compilations of
assumptions.  It surpasses time.  It is
attached to  the archetypal
tendentiousness. Padayani has the
interdependence of  absolute glamour
of  adornment, costume, dance and
theatrical languages.

Padayani is usually performed
ceremoniously in the rural areas of
Central Travancore. One can perceive a
collectivity in it rarely seen in the
modern Aryan culture. There exists a
mixture of the life style of  the people
who are in various strata of  society,
their dialects and their special
hereditary culture. It is an embodiment
of Malayali’s nature that is highly deep-
rooted in their  religion, art, aesthetics,
etiquettes and  body culture, because
Padayani is not merely  an art form but
it is a mode of  factual culture.

Any myth worth the name is the
essence of  a multi - racial society.
Padayani is the theatrical representation
of  this myth. Religious rituals or
ceremonies are  media for
communication. The cardinal element
is favouritism to the life. A vision

abounds in tragic experience is
providing resplendency to it. The
activity of  training  the unnatural
powers  can be visualized  through the
extra body fitting for decorative attire
and masks to reveal super-human
appearance (Kolams). We experience
the dreadfulness and magnanimity
which play a great role in our village
life. In it’s intricate and escalatory
footsteps with it’s varied reverberations
provide an eternal and emotional
impressions to the spectator a sense of
bio-physical force which all inspires
them to be with the performer. Here
the onlooker too becomes a performer.
Here the lyrics eulogize the transparent
love, courage, heroic deeds and all the
other human emotions in it’s rustic
purity. The choreographical elements,
beating of  drums and the modulated
recitation of  poetic verses all reveal a
robest purity of  the fertile soil and the
mental frame work of  the people in the
village.

Rural areas are considered as
endless resources of  potential energy.
Padayani is performed with all it’s riot
of  colours, extravagant expressions of
visual revelations which all confluences
in their painting techniques, artistic
posters, architectural poses, haunting
music, rich literature, scintilating dances
and rythmic movements. It is also a
fusion of  sixty four different art forms.
The participants are with earnest
devotional flow of  nectar, apart from
the differences  of caste and thus
proclaim the equality of  an era also.

The Kolams who dance in a frenzy
on the stage of  Padayani are its main
characters. During the performance  a
number of  realistic characters also
appear and disappear on the arena.
Kolams dance according to the tune of
songs, but the realistic characters are
not accompanied by songs. They
provide improvised dialogues. Their
primary aim is to add amusement. A
highly theatrical story is provided by
the characters who perform comedy.
This is illustrated in the presentation
of  ‘Paradesis’ (exiles) to the Kolam.
They appear in different opportunities,
and their actions vary from place to
place. These characters are on a par

with the ‘Paala Kolams’   in
significance.

Padayani performances last for
twenty eight days  in the courtyard of
Kaali temples.  It’s make - up materials
are taken from the nature,  like Spathe
of Areca palm  ( ‘Paala’ in Malayalam),
Terra- cota powder, charcoal and
turmeric powder.  There are different
varieties of  effigies to represent like
Yakshi. Pakshi, Kaalan, Kuthira  Maadan,
Marutha, Pisach, Ganapapthi, Bhairavi
and Kaanjiramaala.  There are effigies
with masks and crowns.  Padayani is
replete with human creativity and
natures bounty which all leads to
excellent aesthetic extravagansa.

In good old days there  were
eighteen types of musical instruments
used in the Padayani performances.
Today the most important instrument
is “Thappu” (A percussion instrument
with a wooden ring covered with
leather on  one side). Another speciality
in Padayani is a different rhythmic
ensemble. They are the rarest of  the
rare ‘Thaalaas’  prevalent only in South
Kerala. Some of  the major Thaalaas
are ‘Marma’, ‘Valiya Lakshmi’, ‘Cheriya
Lakshmi, ‘Champa’, ‘Kaarika’,
‘Kumba’, ‘Adantha’. For all these
rhythms there are corresponding
stylized body movements . They  are
not only important in rhythm but
represent the characters with moments
of  acting which all basically based on
rare rhythms. All these rhythms start
mainly from a wider canvas and recede
towards   a conical structure.

The symphony and rhythm of
Padayani reflect  the rhythms of rural
life. The foot steps of  the Padayani
artist imitates a farmer carrying
bundles of paddy on his head and
movements  of  a lonely boat in the
backwaters.  It reaches  ecstatic heights
slowly but gradually. The classical
rhythms are in arithmetical
progression, but in Padayani it is  like
the structure and form  of  a mountain.
The audience who participate in
Padayani moves towards the submits
where the spiritual force of  the divine
mother is showered on them.

There are three types of
visualization in Padayani :-
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manner.
A scene with beginning, middle and

end in unison is enacted in the
spectacle of  Kaalan Kolam, which is
based on the legend of Markandeya.
Kaalan Kolam ( Effigy representing
eternity) relates duration or time in its
specific purpose. The mask used by
Shiva denotes past, present and future.
The actor performs  many characters
at the same time. There are elements
of  the physical theatre in it. The same
actor performs the roles of
Chitraguptan, Bhoothas, Kaali and
Consorts. It is almost like a total
theatre. These elements spring from
the tribal culture, as is evident from the
Padayani performances.

The lore of Padayani believes that
the primal God head was a bird. The
Rig -Veda imagines the Sun as a God
with wings. The mask of  the bird is
enacted in Padayani in relation to a
myth on children. Maadan is Shiva
himself in relation to the ancient
culture oriented in cow. He is the
protecting deity of  all quadrupeds.

The skies are imagined as Yakshi in
the Anthara  Yakshi  (A sort of Demi-
Goddess). In all its elements there is a
philosophical dimension of nature
which may appear in the form of
Anthara Yakshi and Sundara Yakshi
(charming Goddess). The Yakshis in

Padayani emphasise the intimate
relationship between man and

nature which is defining that
movement is self  realization.

Then they come as Yakhis
of  beauty, enacted in

Padayani.
The Mother

Goddesses like Bhairavi,
Kaanjira Maala and
Sundara Yakshi are very
important in Padayani.
They represent the
‘Pancha Bhoothas’ (five
facets of nature).

Kaanjira Maala is the
embodinent of ‘Sheetala

Devi’, who represent
winter.’Kaanjira Maala’ represents heat
also.

Purification of  the individual leads
to the purification of  the whole world.
To attain this aim sacrifice on a large
scale is needed. The Pooppada (flower
offering) represents the self  sacrifice of
people performed through the
theatrical spectacles of  Padayani. ‘Kara
Vanchi’ is the theatrical performance
showing the solidarity of  the whole
village. They recreate the semblance of
paddling in water.

Padayani fulfills  the aspirations of
the  people, their value systems and
sense of  beauty. Despite the drastic
changes that occur in the world,
Padayani holds on to the eternal
aspects. The popular subterranian
force of  Padayani gradually ascend to
great realm of  the spirit and enables
the actors and spectators to participate
in the dance of  the eternal elements. It
links the earth and the sky.

One can measure the relevance of
Padayani from different angles. It
represents the social ethos and
solidarity. It is formed out of  a classless
and castless society that is essentially
tribal in nature. The class feeling is
supreme to every individual. They
worked and prayed in solidarity.
Padayani also resembles a streak of  light
that illuminates the primal darkness. It
is a grand spectacle of  theatre that
uplifts the human hearts to the eternal
realms of the spirit that exist in the
collective self  of man.When we analyse
Padayani in a theatrical  manner, we
understand the following aspects :-

l Performance using only percussion
instruments.
eg:- The Thappu drums

l Percussion instruments and
actor’s body  movements.
eg : Thaavadi

l Spectacles incorporating
Thaala, songs, dances,
action and other
elements.
Humour is widely used

in Padayani. Comic
interludes that sketch the
Village life is performed in
the skits. These comic strips
point to a time before the
advent of  castesm. The character
tittled Paradesi (our-lander)though a
villager, is supposed to be coming from
outside.   Paradesi appears with dual
function, ie, he is ‘Parama Shiva’
(almighty) as well as Paradesi (outsider).
When he comes on the stage, we
witness the conflict of  a person
entering into an alien tribal culture.

Padayani portrays  stories with
historical background also.For eg:
Horse Kolams. The story goes like this:
The King of Madurai in Tamil Nadu is
about to attack Travancroe of  Kerala.
The King of  Travancore enquires his
minister  about the preparations for the
war. The minister informed that
everything was ready except  horses.
The envoys of  the King go to Arabia
to buy horses. Their dealings with the
horse trader are  narrated here
dramatically.

Padayani  has a therapeutic side as it
is said that it can be used to treat
epilepsy. The ancient people has carved
out a treatment methed out of these
rituals based on the core life
experiences. The Kolam of  the demon
is used for  this purpose. All the village
Gods and Goddesses are considered to
have healing powers. The Marutha
Kolam is considered to be a Goddess of
Small Pox. The Goddesses are thought
to be  living on mountain tops. They
are invoked to the planes of  human
existence and they take part in the
ceremonial feast the children offer to
them. The Marutha Kolam re-enacts
these ancient lores, in theatrical
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T he young and pretty polish
women Monica’s high heels
went click-click-click against the

hard, polished floor, and ended in front
of  three life size caparisoned elephants
in the central area of  the Kerala Pavilion
of  India Inter-national Trade Fair (IITF)
at Pregathi Maidan, New Delhi. She
touched the tusk of  the elephant and
exclaimed Wah...... beautiful. Ms.
Monica smiled her sweet and enquired
to the Girl Guide stood nearby, the
medium with which the elephant was
made of. The girl replied that it was
made using sponge, narrow iron rods
and clothes.

The Kerala Pavilion’s central area
unfolded the colours and sights of
Thrissurpooram where elephants decked
up in the traditional way under the
backdrop of  ‘VadakkumnathaTemple’
and the sacred lamp. The
‘Pancharimelam’ of  the ‘pooram’
(festival) was spread over the central hall
added the mood of  the festival.

The central area of  the Pavilion also
highlighted through big photo panels,
the enticing beauty of Kerala landscape,
dense forests and animals, ancient
system of medicine, Ayurveda and its
fabulous therapies, the dance-drama
Kathakali, the awe-inspiring Theyyam,
the lasya nirtha, Mohiniyattam, the

India international trade fair
Confluence of business and culture
K.C. Venu

Agriculture, Industries, Scheduled Tribe
Development and the public
undertakings Khadi and Village
Industries, Hantex, Handicrafts
Development Corporation, Coir Fed,
Market Fed, Farm Information Bureau,
Kudumbasree etc engaged in these stalls
with wide range of  their products.
Figuring prominently, they include
Spices, Cashew, Coir, coir products, tea,
coffee, food products, pickles, curry
powder, Ayurvedic medicines and a lot
of  other consumable goods.

Meticulous care was taken to
decorate the Pavilion in consonance
with this year’s theme of  trade fare
‘Tourism and Promoting exports by
small and medium enterprises’. It is said
that there was a sale of more than
Rupees one crore for all these stalls for
a period of  two weeks. It was also
estimated that more than 10 lakh people
visited the Kerala Pavilion. The Deputy
Prime Minister of Latviya, Alanas

l The methods of  actor
transforming himself  into
characters.  The performer
maintains strict spiritual discipline(
Vratham) for days together prior
to the actual performance.   By this,
the presenter of  the character
changes  his ‘Self  ’ into the self  of
the character and analyses the
character very deeply before the
actual day of  the performance.

l The  made up  performer   who

carries heavy masks and  decorative
body   fitting forgets himself   and
reaches to  an unconscious state of
affairs - a trance - in it’s  full sense.
Here  the  conscious  actor slips
into  then mental  state  and sub
conscious  to unconscious state
which is nothing but a non
performance. One should study
properly all these aspects from a
modern psychic level so that the
transformation of  ‘self ’ to the

l

EVENT±

unique martial art, ‘Kalarippayattu’ and
so many other features of  Kerala were
depicted offering a medley of
experience for tourists and businessmen.

The new facade of  the Pavilion
constructed for the fair portrayed
unique experience of  Kerala, the
tranquil backwaters and beautiful
houseboat gently rocked by the waves
rippling to the rhythm of  the swaying
coconut palms on the banks. The visual
impact of the facade and central area
created by the talented sculptor C.B.
Jinan, was superb.

There were a total of  35 stalls in
the Kerala Pavilion. The Government
departments Tourism, Fisheries,

character is a psychological process
which is full and final when it
reaches the trance.

l Another  important  factor  in  the
Papdayani performance is  that the
performer  himself   becomes a
character in certain sequences  and
then changes  to his  ‘ Self ’ and
then from the ‘self ’ to back stage
worker and then from theback
stage worker to onlooker and vice
versa.

Mr. M. M. Hassan, Minister for Information & Parliamentary Affairs and
Mr. Babu Divakaran, Minister for Labour visit the Kerala Pavilion.
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The first census in the  State of
Travancore was taken in 1875
followed by another in 1881.

Even though five censuses were taken,
the first census, which was synchronous
throughout the state as regards to both
time and date, was the census of  1921,
which was the sixth of  its kind in the
state.

During the last five censuses the
population count was taken at three
different times.

1. Travellers at one time
2. People at houses and rest houses

at another time.
3. People at hospitals, jails etc at

another time.
This was pointed out as a major

defect of  the censuses. So with the
sanction of the Census Commissioner
for India the time for the population
count in the sixth census was made
between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. in the
morning of March 18, 1921. So we can
say that this was the first census which
started on the same date and time
throughout the state and coincided with
the rest of  the country.

Regarding the censuses of  1921
there are so many points that have to
be mentioned to consider it superior and
systematic to the other five censuses.

In the previous censuses only 19
municipal towns were enumerated.  But
in 1921, 19 other places declared as
towns under Police Regulation were also
taken into account separately.

In the last two censuses the Kara or
the “Residential Village” was taken as
the unit for census operations both in
rural areas and towns.  But each Kara
boundaries were not properly defined

Prof. Roshini Thomas

HISTORY±Sleses, the Foreign Minister of  Jamica
K.D. Knight, Health Minister of
Pondicherry M. Valsa Raj, Minister for
Labour (Kerala) Babu Divakaran, the
Chairman, Central Electricity
Regulation Commission K.K. Basu were
prominent among them.

As a result of  hard work of  the
officials especially those of  Information
and Public Relations department, the
nodal agency for the conduct of  fair,
Kerala could win the gold medal for this
year too for the best pavilion among 29
States. Of course, the credit for this gold
medal goes to M.M. Hassan, the
Minister for Information and G.
Rajasekaran, Secretary and Director,
Information and Public Relations
Department for their initiative and
constant efforts well in advance to
organise the fair.

This mega event IITF (in its 23rd
edition) displayed and sold attractions
over 149 acres of  land in New Delhi
from practically every nook and corner
of  the country and those from the
foreign shores. All the states and Union

firans, apples, dry fruits and carpets;
Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland with
herbal products, juices, syrups,
handlooms, handicrafts, cane products,
textiles etc. ; Andra Pradesh with pearls,
gems and jewellery; Tamil Nadu with
Kancheepuram silk sarees, handlooms
and leather goods. Other States also
exhibited and sold their best
commodities.

There were special displays Pavilion
like SARAS, HUDCO, TECHMART,
GOOD LIVING etc. SARAS exhibited
handloom and silk products, herbals,
wooden furniture, artificial jewellery and
decoratives manufactured by rural
artisans and craftsmen. HUDCO
focussed low cost building materials and
technologies. NSIC organised
TECHMART with a perspective on
technologies and products of  small and
Medium Entrepreneurs
GOODLIVING highlighted a broad
spectrum of  consumer goods and
gizmos and technology for exports.

Among the foreign stalls China was
present in strength and was attracting

Territories of  India and 27 foreign
countries and delegations from ten other
countries took part in the trade fair. All
the State Pavilions lined up with
different new faces and central area.

If  there was Arunachal Pradesh with
the rich display of  handlooms,
handicrafts, cane and bamboo
furnishings then there was Gujarat with
its textiles, oxidised jewellery and ‘gujju’
food delicacies. Similarly there was Goa
with bounties like shell lamps, canned
and processed food and traditional
handicrafts; Jammu and Kashmir with
all famous embroidered shawls and

large visitors. There were famous
Chinese crystal work products, lights
electronic appliances and silk fabrics.
This year Pakistan stall was another
major attraction with rich show of
‘Onyx’ products. Turkey has got interior
decor items and crystal ware. Thailand
housed soft rubber products. The
President of  India APJ Abdul Kalam
inaugurated the IITF on 14th
November. The Kerala Pavilion was
inaugurated by K. Sankara Narayanan,
Minister for Finance, Prof.K.V. Thomas,
Minister for Tourism inaugurated the
Kerala Day. l
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The first scientific
census of Travancore

or surveyed.  Also the local villagers’
knowledge of  their “Kara” boundaries
was found to be conflicting because of
variations observed in the number of
Karas from census to census. But for
want of  a better unit this process had
been continued till the divisions of  the
Karas  into smaller areas was
accomplished in the next settlement.  In
municipal towns the Kara was the unit
for census operations in the early five
censuses.

But in 1921 well defined ‘wards’ into
which the towns have been divided for
administrative purposes were taken as
units.  Unlike the previous censuses, the
presidents of  the municipal councils
were appointed as charge
superintendent’s in the 1921 census.

Two agencies were employed for
house numbering namely the Village
Revenue Officers for rural areas and
Municipal and conservancy staff  for
towns.  The abstracts from house lists
that were forwarded to the charge
superintendents were reviewed and
necessary corrections incorporated. In
the previous censuses house lists were
prepared for each unit and from these
block lists were prepared to be attached
to enumeration books. But in the 1921
census block lists were prepared in the
first place to be attached to the
enumeration book.

prevailed among some non-Malayalis.
Even though there were such problems,
the difference noticed between the
Malayalis and non-Malayalis in various
respects justified the division.

Unlike the earlier periods where the
census of  railway travellers and
employees were taken by the railway
authorities, special arrangements were
made to take their census by the state
agency itself.

It was in the census of  1921 that
schoolteachers were tried as
enumerators and supervisors for the
first time. Due to the spread of
education, large number of
schoolteachers who were more qualified
than the village officers was available
as enumerators.  The number of
enumerators was 9147 and each had 438
persons to be enumerated as against
1600 in USA and 1030 in England in
the 1910 and 1911 censuses respectively.
The time allotted was two weeks for
towns and one week for small towns,
which was much lesser when compared
to that of  the United States. The charge
superintendents opined that the work
done and the figures collected by the
schoolteachers were more perfect and
accurate than the 1911 census. The test
schedules prepared by the enumerators,
after scrutiny by the supervisors
according to the instructions of  the
charge superintendents, were sent to the
central office for review.  The reviews
were returned to the charge
superintendents for information and
guidance. They were also instructed to
give the abstract of  the results of  the
preliminary enumeration with
genderwise figures. They were again
reviewed and if  there are any abnormal
variations it is pointed out for local

It is necessary for a state to know the number of persons
 who emigrate to otherparts of India and abroad.

 Since it is not possible to get details of
such emigrants from countries not under British sovereignty additional
columns were opened in the enumeration schedule of the state to note

the name, age, sex and  destination of persons who have left
the state service since the last census.

It is necessary for a state to know
the number of  persons emigrate to
other parts of  India and abroad.  Since
it is not possible to get details of  such
emigrants from countries not under
British sovereignty additional columns
were opened in the enumeration
schedule of  the state to note the name,
age, sex and destination of  persons who
have left the state service since the last
census.

Under the existing rules, the
superintendent of  each province had to
send to the superintendent of other
provinces particulars of  persons who
were born in those provinces and
enumerated in his own instructions were
given to note the enumeration of
Hindus so as to know the persons who
returned were a Malayali or non Malayali
so that separate statistics can be
collected for both. The study of  the
demographical peculiarities of  the tribes
was still more fascinating due to the
effect of  the ‘Nair Regulation’, and of
the advancement of  female education,
which brought thorough change in  their
civil conditions, birth and death rates
etc..  The mother- tongue was taken as
the guide for classifying Hindus as
Malayalis and non-Malayalis. But this
had some difficulties and the number
enumerated was not absolutely correct
due to the Marumakkathayam that Contd. on page 40
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verification and modification. Special
clerks were appointed under the
superintendents for checking and
correcting the mistakes before they were
issued for final counting.

In the earlier censuses it was the
Division Peshkars, who were equivalent
to the Collectors of British India, who
had the power to appoint enumerators.
In 1911 since they had to appoint a large
number of  enumerators, even a few days
before the final census the appointments
were not over.  So in 1921 the charge
superintendents were given the power
to do so and before the final census the
statements regarding the appointments
had to be submitted.   The number of
enumerators was 31724 of which the
government employees were the
majority.  The superintendents in this
census had the general opinion that their
work was made much easier and the
instructions were complete and they
were given well in advance.

The instructions given to the people
not to leave their houses during the
census time were obeyed by the public

at large and the general attitude of  them
to the census was favourable.  But due
to the political, social and economic
unrest that took place all over India,
especially the agitation for communal
representation in public bodies in
Southern India forced the members of
certain castes caused some problems.
This was seen not only among the public
but also among the enumerators and
copyists in the tabulation office.

The charge superintendents who
had to telegraph one week before the
final census about the completion of
the arrangements did it accordingly.
After the final census the provisional
totals were received promptly from the
superintendents.  The Census
Commissioner for India was able to
receive the results of  the census within
fifteen hours of the taking of the
census.  Even though totals were
communicated within the shortest time
it did not affect the accuracy because
the difference between the provisional
and final totals was only 96 which was
the lowest figure ever observed in the

census of  this state.
Earlier the slip copying was done at

the headquarters of  taluks under
Tahsildars who were the charge
superintendents.  But in 1921 it was
conducted at the central office.  The
advantage of  having control under the
direct supervision of  the Census
Commissioner for India was possible
only in the central office.  There were a
large number of  educated persons to
get the work done.  But the system of
having the work done in a central office
also had its drawback.

When a large number of  people,
especially youths with democratic views
and who were unaware of  official
discipline were brought together
concerted action on their part became
possible.

However when we trace back history
and chronologically calculate the
different censuses that had been
conducted in our state till 1921 we can
without any doubt and hesitation regard
the census of 1921 as the first authentic
one. l

Contd. from page 37

Life & Line
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K erala is unique in
many ways. For its
lavish monsoon,

penchant for communism,
absorbing backwaters, thirst
for literacy and love for soccer,
it claims a Name Different.

Which of  these factors
helped spread its fame most
is a question not easily
answered. But for sure, place
a bet on soccer. It is
comparable to Brazil in that
respect, at least for being
identified with soccer in a big
way. In many parts of  our
country, the image we have is
that of  a soccer- crazy state.
As Brazilians call it, soccer is
a ‘janale” (Window) through
which others can see and
experience our state. In India,
only Kerala can claim to have
such a window kept wide
open. It always has been a
favourite ground for soccer
talent-hunters. Many a pearls
have been unearthed in the
past from the fertile soccer
grounds of  this state and
I.M.Vijayan was the finest
among them who, incidentally
was also called as the Black

V. Rajagopal

boundaries of  the state are a handful. Vijayan is undoubtedly
one among them. He is the only Keralite who has been adored
by fans across the country for more than a decade. And he is
a true sportsman, who epitomizes the spirit of  survival and
sincerity.His life, like that of many of  his Brazilian
counterparts, is also a rags-to-riches story, which younger
generations can emulate.

Born into a poor working class family in Thrissur and
brought up in trying circumstances, Vijayan achieved all his
fame and recognition by hard work. His family was living in
a roadside thatchment near to the Thrissur Municipal Stadium.
His father died in a bus accident when he was 12, leaving
mother Chinnammu as the sole breadwinner for the family.
She had to do all sorts of  sundry jobs including selling scraps
to look after her two adolescent sons. Vijayan was not good
at studies and dropped out of  school at eighth standard. He

SPORTS±

A  True Genius
Pearl (Pele) of  Kerala.

Think of  Kerala Football, you think of  Vijayan. The name
has become synonymous with the game. For the past 20 odd
years he has been in action attracting huge crowds wherever
he goes. His marvelous moves and memorable goals have
enthralled the galleries across the country and he has kept
the flag of  Kerala Football flying high for more than two
decades.

Vijayan may not be an internationally acclaimed soccer
superstar like Pele or Beckham. But he is arguably the best
footballer the state has ever produced. Had he been in Europe
or Brazil, many believe that he would definitely have become
a world-class player. It is unwarranted to compare him with
World Footballers. For that matter, Kerala has never produced
a Nobel or Oscar or Gramy winner. No towering personalities
like Tagore or Gandhi have come up from this soil. In fact,
number of  personalities who could rise above the four
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Vijayan,
 True Genius

too had to do some jobs to earn money for a livelihood.
An article published in ‘Asian Age’ years back has

beautifully summed up his troubles and travails in the
following blurb: “At 10, he played with balls made of  cloth.
At 12, his father died. At 13, he worked in a quarry. At 14, he
sold soda bottles in football stadiums At 30, he is a successful
footballer and actor” -What the writer has omitted here is his
real story: the story of  his rise to stardom. In that 15 years
time, he became the most sought after player in the domestic
football league of  India. He won seven consecutive federation
cups, best footballer award for three times, recognition as the
fastest and highest goal scorer for the country, and above all
Arjuna Award, the most prestigious award a sports person
could hope to get for in India. He also had a successful
international career by that time, playing continuously for 14
years for the country. A teenager of  his tribe could hardly

dream of  achieving better heights. Also he brought in laurels
as an actor by helping his debut film win a national award.

It all began when he was spotted at the age of  12 by
famous football coach T.K. Chathunny who was in charge of
running a three-year training camp then for young footballers
in Thrissur. Admission into this camp was a turning point in
his career. It moulded him into a footballer of  rare quality
and helped him understand and explore himself. By the time
the camp was wound up, he had become a top class footballer
and had been in great demand for sevens tournaments played
in and around the district. Seven-a-side Football is a unique
model of  the game played in the villages of  Kerala, which is
in a way, comparable to the ‘Street Football” of  Brazil as
both represent the popular face of  soccer in the respective
regions. All great players of  Brazil are known to have their
roots in ‘street football’. Similarly in Kerala, the breeding
ground of  footballers have always been the turbulent and
riotous ‘sevens’ fields. And, Vijayan was no exception.

The lanky, dark forward with exemplary skill and striking
ability first hit the limelight at the Kollam National in 1987-
88. He had a meteoric rise then. On turning 18, he joined
Kerala Police and helped them win many a trophies including
Federation Cups in 1990 and 91. Then he migrated to
Kolkatha venturing to seek greener pastures. That was the
humble beginning of  a great journey through the heartland
of  Indian Football by an unknown, poor Kerala boy: He played
for three years with Mohunbagan, three years with JCT, then
back in Kerala for two years with FC Cochin, again in Kolkatha
for one year with East Bengal and is continuing for the past
two seasons in Phagwara with JCT. He was exploring a life
full of  chances and grabbing each and every opportunity that
came his way with grit and determination. It was this positive
attitude that made him a successful player and a living legend.

In the meanwhile, he also played a number of  international
matches for India winning trophies and scoring goals galore.
His international career started in 1990, with a tour to Maldives
with the Indian junior team. Since then he has been a regular
member of the national squad till 2003. He scored the fastest
goal for India (in Bhutan in 1999 SAFF cup) and also
captained the country many times including at Asiad in 1998.
Even after announcing his retirement from international
football, he proved his worth by scoring four goals in the
Afro-Asian Games, the last tournament he played. It is sad
that no statistics or video footage or any other proofs of
evidence are with him to substantiate his records. But that
caliber and brilliance need no certificates either.

Vijayan’s ability to hoodwink a defender with a feint or
flick is beyond comparisons and his style of  scoring goals
from reverse kicks is inimitable. And coupled with this his
deadly striking prowess and dribbling skills makes him the
darling of  the crowd and a key man upfront for any team.
No other player has showed this class of  sheer brilliance in
our poor grounds.

What makes him a genuinely DIFFERENT player is not
only the talent he inherited but the degree of  hard work he
put on to nurture it. Take a leaf  out of  it and that will teach
you a lot. Truly a lot, because he is truly a genius! l

Vijayan,
 True Genius

Many a pearls have
been unearthed in
the past from the
fertile soccer grounds
of this state and
I.M.Vijayan was the
finest among them
who, incidentally was
also called as the
Black Pearl (Pele) of
Kerala.
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verification and modification. Special
clerks were appointed under the
superintendents for checking and
correcting the mistakes before they were
issued for final counting.

In the earlier censuses it was the
Division Peshkars, who were equivalent
to the Collectors of British India, who
had the power to appoint enumerators.
In 1911 since they had to appoint a large
number of  enumerators, even a few days
before the final census the appointments
were not over.  So in 1921 the charge
superintendents were given the power
to do so and before the final census the
statements regarding the appointments
had to be submitted.   The number of
enumerators was 31724 of which the
government employees were the
majority.  The superintendents in this
census had the general opinion that their
work was made much easier and the
instructions were complete and they
were given well in advance.

The instructions given to the people
not to leave their houses during the
census time were obeyed by the public

at large and the general attitude of  them
to the census was favourable.  But due
to the political, social and economic
unrest that took place all over India,
especially the agitation for communal
representation in public bodies in
Southern India forced the members of
certain castes caused some problems.
This was seen not only among the public
but also among the enumerators and
copyists in the tabulation office.

The charge superintendents who
had to telegraph one week before the
final census about the completion of
the arrangements did it accordingly.
After the final census the provisional
totals were received promptly from the
superintendents.  The Census
Commissioner for India was able to
receive the results of  the census within
fifteen hours of the taking of the
census.  Even though totals were
communicated within the shortest time
it did not affect the accuracy because
the difference between the provisional
and final totals was only 96 which was
the lowest figure ever observed in the

census of  this state.
Earlier the slip copying was done at

the headquarters of  taluks under
Tahsildars who were the charge
superintendents.  But in 1921 it was
conducted at the central office.  The
advantage of  having control under the
direct supervision of  the Census
Commissioner for India was possible
only in the central office.  There were a
large number of  educated persons to
get the work done.  But the system of
having the work done in a central office
also had its drawback.

When a large number of  people,
especially youths with democratic views
and who were unaware of  official
discipline were brought together
concerted action on their part became
possible.

However when we trace back history
and chronologically calculate the
different censuses that had been
conducted in our state till 1921 we can
without any doubt and hesitation regard
the census of 1921 as the first authentic
one. l

Contd. from page 37
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